























































leiethe nervier phytdeal extun-
Mations on any day they lusse 
a final examination, should 



















































 of the 
Board  of 
Trustees,
 will have as 
its goal: 
"The setting
-up of art 
educational 
philosophy  and 
policy
 to be used 
as a guide," 






 member of the 
execu-
tive board










 not just 
teacher edu-




"For a long time 
we have needed 
a review 
of





presidents,  deans of 
academic 
affairs,
 chairmen of 
the various 
college senates 














regttlar  meeting of 
the Board 
of 




interest  to SJS 
will 
be the expected
 approval of 
a loan 
agreement 











 for a loan 
of 
$3,240,000 was approved 
by the 
Federal
 Housing and 
Home Fi-
nance Agency on 
















(FCC), will be 
featured 
speaker at the 
fourth  annual West 
Coast Instructional
 Television Con-
ference at SJS on Monday and 
Tuesday, Jan. 31 
and Feb. 1. 
The conference, 
scheduled on the 
tenth 
anniversary  of instructional 
television (ITV) at SJS, is being 
held for
 the first time in 
Cali-
fornia.  
Mrs. Gaither Lee Martin, coor-
dinator of the 
SJS ITV center, is 
coordinator for the conference. 
The purpose nf the conference,
 
according to Mrs. Martin, is to 
"bring together people whose work 
and interest in teaching lies in the 
area of instructional television," 
and to share new 
information and 
techniques concerning ITV





Lee, one of several ITV
 authori-
ties in the
 United States 
who  will 
Monday 








speakers  include 
Dr. 













Cohen,  executive 
director of the 
National 




Television  at,Indiana 
Uni-









Also  Dr. Charles 
McIntyre,
 pro-
fessor of educational 
psychology  
at the University
 of Illinois; and 
Dr. Harold Wigren, director of the 
division of audio-visual 
instruc-






 for the two-day 
meet 
will  include several small 
discussion groups, with participa-
tion by the coordination, produc-
tion, graphic and 
engineering  per-
sonnel who wW 







 MWF, MW, MWTh, MTWF,  MWThF, MW,
 MF, 
WF,  M. W, or F. 
Group II classes
 meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, 
TThF, MTThF, MTWTh,
 or TWThF. 
To avoid conflicts 
in
 final examinations, students must not
 sign up for two 
classes in the same group at the 
same hour. 
Class Time Group Test Date 
Test Hours 
All Eng. A & 







Departmental:  .... 
Thursday, January 
20 ..--..-- 3:30 - 
6:20  PM 
Thursday, January 27 ...,........_ 7:30-9:50 AM 
7:30 AM   II   
Thursday, January 27 ______ 10:00 - 12:20 
830 AM 
I   
Friday,  January 21 
10-00 
- 12.20 
8:30  AM 
.11 
Friday, January 21   
7:30 - 
9:50 
Monday, January 24   
7:30  - 
9:50 
9:30 AM  
- . 11 
Monday, January 24







 25   10:00 - 12:20 
10:30 AM .........
 ..-... 11   
Tuesday, January 25 ___.__ 7:30 -9:50 
I 1:30 
AM   
Wednesday,
 January 26   
10:00 
-12:20 
II:30AM   II   Wednesday, 
January











 . 11 




1   
Wednesday,
 January 26 1.00 - 
3.20 
1:30 PM




3:30 - 5:50 
2:30 PM   








I Monday,  January 24 ____.. 1:00 
 3:20 
3:30 PM    
11   
Monday, January 24 _____ 3:30 -5:50 










PM   
II
   Thursday,






Last class meeting 






 Thursday    
7:00 
PM .._.. Monday   
7:00 PM   Tuesday    
7:00 PM ..... Wednesday 
Thurscirc, 
January  20   
7:00 - 
9:20  PM 
Monday, 
January 24   
7:00 - 
9-20 
Tuesday,  January 
25   
7:00 - 
9.20 
Wednesday,  January 26 7:00
 - 
9.20  
if desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to 4:30 - 6:50 PM. 
Examinations for daily and
 four -day classes may, at the option of the 
instructor,
 
extend over the two examination
 periods which they control. 
No exarninaCons are permitted on 
the morning of Thursday, January 20. 
Special and make-up 
examinations





 January 27. 
Classes
 












beginning  of the 
first
 of these 
periods. 
once stood, 

















 that no structure










FebrUary,  the 
Tower  will 
begin
 Its 56th 




 Jose State. 
The saving of 
La 
Torre should 
serve as an inspira-
tion to 
skeptics,  for it 
proved  that 
in the complex bureaucracy
 of 
state government,
 an appeal from 
the people can rescue a revered
 
symbol
 doomed to destruction. The 
telegram sent to Gov. Brown vvill 
be enshrined in the Tower as the 
power that helped preserve the 
token of San Jose State's tradition. 
Tau Delta Phi, men's honorary 
scholastic fraternity, occupied the 
tower from 1924 to 1963, when 
Tower Hall was closed because of 
alleged earthquake danger.
 
The group led a fight to dissuade 
the state from destroying the mon-
ument by obtaining 
signatures
 on 
petitions which the Tau Delta 



















 Federal agency 
transmitted a proposed loan agree-
ment, which was reviewed
 by the 
Board of Trustees.
 Following Is the 
resolution that will 
be presented 
to the Board for
 its consideration: 
APPLICATION
 FILED 
Whereas, The Trustees of the 
California State Colleges 
have 
heretofore filed with 
the  United 
States of 
America  an application 
for a loan to provide a student 
union building at the San Jose 
campus of the California State 
Colleges (CH -Calif -155), and the 
United States of 
America,  acting 
by 
and through the Housing and 
Home Financing Administration 
has tentatively offered to make 
the 







has been duly read 
in
 open meet-
ing of the Trustees of the Cali-
fornia State Colleges, fully con-
sidered
 in accordance with all 
per-
tinent rules of 
procedure and legal 
requirements and 
made a part 
of the records of said Trustees; 
Therefore it is deemed 
advisable
 






execution  authorized. 
Teacher 
Prospects  






competency  test 
for 
teaching  credential 
candidates 
who will graduate
 at the end of 
the spring semester
 and in the 
1966 summer 
session,  will be given
 
Feb.
 7 from 1:30 
to
 3:30 p.m. in 
TH55. 













































must  sign 
up 
before  Feb.
















 SJS track star and 
Olympic sprinter, has announced 
his candidacy for the Republican 
nomination in Alameda County's 
17th District. 
Assemblyman Byron Rumford, 
a Negro Democrat who presently 
holds the seat, will try for a 
State  
Senate seat this year. 
Norton, 29, is a partner in 
Berkeley 
attorneys service agency, 
Bay Advocate Service. 
Norton was 
graduated  from SJS 
in 1959 
with a sociology major. 
In that year he was named the 




 the Helms Hall 
Board.  





Norton tied the 
world's  record for 
the 















 the U.S. 





 the baton 
passing 
zone.  








failed  to 














 breaks  
with 










 for San 
Francisco,  
he was 




 and his 
pass -receiv-














 of SJS history. 





































Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
"The Academic Council would 
benefit from the presence 
of the 
press," but the decision
 to open 
meetings is up to the council,
 ASB 
Pres. John Hendricks said yester-
day. 
Hendricks added that undue 
pressure should not be applied to 
the council
 to open its meetings. 
He charged the Spartan Daily with 
"pushing the council to far." 
The council "is not easlly com-







nically an advisory body to 
SJS 
President 
Dr.  Robert D. Clark, 
It "does 
make
 the policy of the
 
college."  
The  president 
emphasized  that 
debate 
on the issue of 
open coun-
cil meetings 



















































 in the 
fulfillment


















"The decision rests with the 
Academic Council; threats and 




Michael Neufeld, president of 
the SJS chapter of Sigma Delta 
Chi (SDX)national 
professional  
journalistic society  called for 
open meetings, but declared
 "de-
manding they be open is not the 
right
 approach." 
In his written statement, Neu-
feld offered to meet with Aca-
demic Council officials on the is-
sue 
and added council members 
"would be surprised to learn that 
press coverage would greatly im-
prove their meetings. 
'"Threats, demands and accuse. 
tions are not the keys to open 
sessions. Discussion with members 
of the Academic Council as to the 
merits of press coverage is a step 
in the right direction," Neufeld 
concluded. 
SJS
 Student Accused 
Of 'Peace Bombing' 
James






 of conspiracy 
charges














 accused of 
piloting a 
four
-place  Cessna 
180  allegedly 

































 Office said it 
has  
no record
 of his ever 
having
 en-























































































torn  ( 
As 
































that the symbol 
facing













San Jose Mercury de-
scribed in 
1910, as ". . 





Moorish,  Gothic, Spanish, 
Renaissance
 and mission schools." 
At that time, the 
Mercury re-
ported that 
"It  is the largest re-
inforced  concrete school building 
to be found anywhere." 
In 1906, SJS, then the Minn's 
Normal School, situated where it 
now stands on Washington Square, 
suffered a severe 
earthquake,  as 
did San Francisco and other Penin-
sula towns. The large brick school 
was cracked badly and architects 
decided to tear it 
down and erect 
a new 
building.  
On September 20, 
1910,  600 stu-
dents and 39 instructors
 entered 
the 
new  buildings, 
including  the 
new Tower

































































































































































 Hall. A 
pe-
tition





















 but the 
wings 
would have 
















 The state 
estimated the 
cost at $516,000, 
but the lowest 
bid  was 
$574,000.  
In 
October  of 1964, Herwig of 
California,
 a Campbell construc-
tion firm, began the 
work that 
they 






a day, seven 
days a 
week,  ran into a lot of 
difficulties trying to destroy the 
venerable old wings of Tosver Hall. 
The supporting columns 
were 
just  
too strong. The Mercury said that 
the state engineers might have 
made an "unforgivable 
mistake  in 
tearing 
down the beautiful build-





 inevitably, the reluct-
ant walls yielded to the iron ball 
and bulldozers' bite. Reconstruc-
tion
 of the Tower was begun in 
September,
 1965. Final inspection 
has not progressed 
yet, but the 
Tower  is finished, according to 
the office of Dean C. Grant 
Bur-
ton. The Tovver was 
originally  













 18, 1966 
RTAN
 DA I 
LY 
nu. SAN 
JOSE  STATE COLLEGE 
Editor ......... SCOTT
 MOORE 
Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER 
Editorial  
Comment 
Time  for 
Decision  
Since Dec. 
1, the Spartan 
Daily  has 
attempted editorially














presented  in a 
conscientious  ef-
fort to 
make our position 
clear and 
unmistakeable. 
In summary, we believe 
that the 
public  has the right 
to
 be informed 
of college policy 
decisions, and that 
the press has an equal
 right to report 
this information through




With the following 
excerpts  from 
Daily editorials, we leave it up to the 
council for final determination of this 
issue. 
Open for Business (Dec. 1, 1965): 
"Although formal decisions of the SJS 
Academic Council and FAB are pub-
licly released, 
the actual deliberations 
are secret. In this 
restrictive  atmos-
phere. there is 
little
 public knowledge 
of basic issues under
 discussion. 
"Possibly momentous
 decisions are 
thus made but often are
 ignored be-
cause 
readers have no way 
to judge 
their significance. 
The public's right 
to news and 




Council  No 
Secret  (Jan. 
10):
 "Be-
cause  of its 
official  designation



















meetings  to 
the public,
 as well 
as to the 
press. 
"Although













































































































































 the Spartan Daily 
is 
not prepared to 
wait, in Mr. Steven -
son's words, 'until hell 
freezes over' 
for the council to decide
 to allow news-
men to cover its meetings. 
"The council may  be surprised to 
disco% er (should a trial run of press 
coverage be 
instituted),  that the press 
is not an irresponsible demon. Our 
object is 
not to expose the council to 
ridicule but to report its business to 
the public. Why, gentlemen, does this 
seem to frighten you 
so?" 
News  Diet Deficient 
(Jan.  13): "The 
student press is 
constantly undergoing 
changes and 
revisions  as the tastes 
of 
readers












Many  are 
absorbed  by 
academic  
news, 
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   BOB SCHERNER
 
Day Editor   
ROGER
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Pills  Easy 
to Get" 
was 
designed  to 
enhance 
recent 





















than  an 
advertisement  
for birth 
control  pills. 
This 





 due to 
the fact 







 any talk 
at 





















 is if 
she does 
not  become 
bored 
and turn to 
the  outside 
world
 before she can
 
enroll in 





















of a small 

















familiar  to 
many
 people;









Far be it 












 in order to 
make  their play
-time  
happier,  I suggest 
that somebody 
set up a fund 
to buy 
these  boys a 
few
 Mattel burp 
guns. 
The game could 



















 Moulder Hall 
Residence 
Council,  would 
like




 our college 
the  unfortunate 
situation  faced 
by
 our program 
committee 
these past few
 weeks. As 
students,  we find 
that the 
situation  which our 
country faces 
in Viet Nam has 
many  aspects. 
Not
 only are we concerned with 
the moral-
ity of war, but also our
 responsibility as young 
citizens. 
The  Residence Council of Moulder 
Hall unanimously 
approved  a program to 
secure professional
 and official opinion con-




We first sent representatives to the 
local 
Selective Service Center in San 
Jose. Having 
received little 
help fmm the local board, we 
looked to our college administrators for 
help 
in securing a 
speaker  who could inforrn us 
of exactly where we stand. We can offer 
nothing but 
praise
 to Dean Stanley Benz 









 F3oard Committee 
member.  
Even though their 
attempts  were fruitless, 
we 
contimied  to 
contact  any people 
associated 
with the Board that came to mind, but to 
no avail. We 














 not he 









had  planned to 
open the 
meeting
 to the 
entire  college 
community.  






 could best 
dis-
seminate 
information  through 
the use of large 
meetings of 
this type instead
 of frantic 
in-




most  fantastic reply 
was the one com-
ing 
from
 a board official
 who said that 
a 
speaker would 
only be supplied in a 
situation  
which 
would  be in the best 
interest of the 





 of no better device
 for pro-
viding for the national 
interest
 than that 
of the 
widespread dissemination of information 
to 
responsible  citizens. 
By Majority 
Consent
 of the Moulder Hall 
Residence Council 
Council





photographer  for the 
Sparteui  Daily, 
I 
have
 found myself in many 
different places, 
under many 
different  circumstances at m.any 
different 
hours.
 I have been assigned
 to photo-
graph a smiling crocodile,
 a warped piece of 
glass, and 
rain-covered roofs. 
Wherever I go with camera 
in hand, I always 
find
 a hand ready to help me 
in setting up 
by photos. 
Last week, the Academic Council ordered 
Rich Thaw, reporter, and me from its 
closed 
meeting. 
With a straight face, the speaker told us 
that we were not allowed to be present. 
Is this the academic freedom 
our faculty 
is so jealous of when it affects their own 
interests and actions? Is 
this where the rights 
and 





are built or destroyed? Is this the true 
nature  
of our instructorsthat
 they close themselves 
up and 
scream "Foul!" whenever the breath 
of the press, seeking free rights of reporting, 
enter? 
The council's policy, of course, is nothing 
new in history. It can be found frorn Attila 
the Hun to Hitler, fmm Pontius Pilate to 
Premier Kosygin.' It is the policy of sup-
pression, of dictatorship. 
I would suggest that the Council begin to 
live up to its statements of freedom, that it 
begin to act as educators, that it come out 
into the light of the student's curiosity and 
speak that students may hear. 
That way, it 
eventually  may be respected
 








visit wilh Robert 
Christopher 
(A94551, 





of having been 
declared  a nonperson 19 ye.ars 
before that is supposed to happen. It seems 
he has been 
reading
 books by Conant, Hutchins, 
Goodman, Flexner, Whitehead, Dewey, Buck-
minster




Bob, as I 
now have come to 
call him, posed 
me the question bluntly: What does a class-
room have to 
do with teaching? 
I immediately responde d, somewhat 
brusquely, "Why the classroom is where 





Bob  had 
read all those
 books, some of 
which 
I have 
also moused in. 
So 
once again I pass the 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































and  an 
individual


























































 let it 





























which no one ean 
force
 or 



































































































yourself,  and 
your belief 
tisiirm.lf. 
Your  goal is 
your right,
 the 
right to exist. 
, 4 
Tti,,,day 














DISTORT  TRUE 
PICTURE 




 Day of Pro. 
test 
demonstration.'  anti skimp( publicity 
material  ssere aimed at whipping people 
into a frenzy of anti-U.S. hysteria. Such 




 of "acting in unity and in 
time" 
and 
the sen.ilde  
evaluation of accurate 
information




I.Alt  BRINGS 
PRESTIGE --
Joined Pres.
 Robert D. 
Clark  in hailing 
the new 
purchase  of marine 
science labora-
tories at 
Moss Landing as 
"most exciting 
development
 on the cantpue"
 in terms of 
academic 
ambition,  research 
breakthrough 
and graduate





Roger  Lette's 
intention 
to burn 
his  draft 






















































didn't  go 














































































national  surveys show-
ing
 that 70-80 per
 cent of college 
students 
support





























 in actions 
which  materially 
hurt the 
nat.  's efforts in 
Viet  Nam by giving 
Hanoi  strength to 












 11 per 
cent























Activities Board (SAB) ruling 
that Ira Meltzer, 
editor 




"proper  social 
manner" 
when  he told 








 I  is in 
dictating conduct
 
tie a laid resort 
in











 of Red China
 to the United 
Natione 
because







 anti hostile 




unrealistic  if 
World  War III 




 ONLY  
Promoted 














Concert  Hall 
seats  only 565. 
College 
Union  design 











IS A MESS  
Contpared  
legislatise recorde of 
last year's anti this 
year's  Student 
Councils  to show the 
"pa-
thetic and disturbing 
inactiy  ity. petty poli-









becattee  there 
are prob-
lems to be solyed and











SHOULD  FAIL  
Oppoeed 




 by small 
group  of mai-
contented 




 Cited ASB actions 
disprov-
ing charges 
against  fiscal policy,










requirement  was an 
"unrealistic 
nuisance"  because it restricted 
student flexibility,
 crowded classes and 
in-
cited 
demonstrations.  Selective Service 
should plan 
regulations  more carefully 
when 
searching  for college draftees. 
OPEN  FOR BUSINESS -- 
Charged that 
the public's
 right to newe and informal' 
cannot 
he compromised by the closed 
meeting policy of the Academie Council 









 to reporters 
to




tions for action. 
GREEKS
 SHOW GOOD 
WILL  Com-
mended Theta Chi and 
contributors
 to 
Greek Show for a magnificent act of hu-
manitarian 
concern when they donated 
proceeds to 
relief  fund for families of 
American  casualties in Viet 
Nam.  
PRESCRIBE  PILLS 
HERE
  Recom-
mended liberal and 
far-sighted  Health 
Center program to prescribe
 birth control 
pills for coeds who want them 
because the 
pills 



















































 we go from
 here? 
Taken at 






 quest for 
peace and 
cease-fire  in Viet 

















































































It might ixt 
valuable  to 
have large 
creative  written 












have.  They 




test of what 
you 
learned 

















 as an 
Aindex
 of 

















involved  in 
outside  
activities  just as 
important  
to them as school
 and don't 
have 


















































type  of 
class.
 
Kathy Smith, senior, 
so-
cial science, Santa Clara 
I don't believe
 they should 
put too much 
emphasis  on 
the




tests of more im-
portance 
throughout  the se-
mester, rather 
than  waiting 
until the end of the semester 
to find 



































might  be 
better  to 
write  a 
final paper





































































































anti intentions in government actions, the 
Peace Offensive episode appears to be a 
gigantic 
hoax. In itself, it is the clue as 
to what may soon occur in Viet Nam. 
Surely President Johnson knows that 
Red China will not now let 
Viet  Nam rest 
in peace. If 
there  had been any tangible 
hints that Peking or Hanoi would be 
interested in 
peace discussions, the Peace 
Offensive might be understandable. 
'NO SUCH HINTS' 
But not even the 
wildest  speculators of 
press or 
government have suggested any 
such hints. Under 
these  conditions, why 
did the President commit dozens of diplo-
mats anti uncounted funds to 
a mission 
that he must have knov,:n was
 doomed to 
failure?
 
It is not in the character
 of Lyndon B. 
Johnson to lend his vast 
prestige to an 
endeavor
 of any kind that has 
less titan an 
80 per 
cent chance of success.
 There must 
have been










was  a move 
designed  
to 
quiet  critics of the 
ad   tration's 
war 
effort 
and  to dignify 










aihninistrat   can 
safely esca-
late
 the war, 
and  at the 
same
 time ILIPIP 
the  elaborate 
peace  offensise 
measures as 
justification.  



































whome  sons 
have died 















Viet  ty:ar 
surely  wil 
become  a 
mani-











may  force hint 
into ceasing the 
war, 
honorably or not. 
From now
 until that 
time,  however, 
may 
he 





el' ate student fear. In additi llll coeds 
know 
of other contraceptives. The pills' 
availability would not increase
 sexual 
activity because students haye mores 
and  
the current attitude toward promiscuity is 
not likely to change druetically. 
CfniNSEI.
 FOR DRAFTEES -- Advised 
newly classified 1-A students to seek sup 
geol.   for draft alternatives from the 
Student
 Personnel Office 
instead  of one-
sided student political




 ASH FEES  Predicted a dam-
aging budget
 crisis if ASB fees are not 
made 
commensurate  wth budget -financed 
activities. Proposed
 that rate be increased 
to $9.50 per 
semester to el'  
te further 
acroes-the-board 
budget  cuts and bitter stu-
(lent reaction. 
QUARTER 
SYSTEM  SAVES  
Urged 
early adoption of quarter 
system  since 
Gov.
 Edmund G. Brown 
said the switch 
would
 save taxpayers $105 
million  over 
10 years. 
This
 antount should he 
utilized  to 
increase 
faculty
 salaries or 
hire
 new pro-
rests:arm to decreatve 
teachers'  

















terms  of studente'






 to the limitations 







 elections, tie 
vote and even-
tual winners 









independent  thinking 
in student government. 
SCHOLAR'S VISIT 
VALUABLE   De-
scribed visit




 Fuller as a 
truly  liberal and 
exciting 











By LAVELLE JACKSON 
During a recent prate interview, Assem-
blyman William Stanton, D -San Jose, re-
marked that a first-rate nation, the United 
States, has an extremely mediocre system 
of higher education. That observation 
seems to summarize the situation now fac-
ing the collegiate
 communities. As the 
wealthiest  nation in the world, the U.S. 
simply 
does not provide the resources 
needed for high standards of education. 
With a big majority of the national 
budget
 being spent on defense, the war 
effort Viet Nam, and the space program, 
relatively little is delegated to colleges and 
universities. The last few months have 
exposed a drastic shortage in the number 
of college professonv needed for an in-
creasing number of students and a salary 
scale too low to attract more qualified 
teachenv. Building programs are years be-
hind, the need,  and more students keep 
pouring into the ranks. 
ith problems such as these, it is easy 
enough 
to concentrate solely on getting 
enough teachers and buildings for the 
students.  Perhape that is what has hap-
pened in the past few 
years, with the 
development of enormous lecture classes 
where 
two or three tegts determine the 
grade 
in the class. Generally speaking, 
there are no free
 or open discussions and 
students do 
not have a chance to develop 
their own 
ideas.
 This type of education 
is definitely
 lacking in quality. 
The
 tutorials program is a definite step 
toward improsing the quality of education. 
With less emphasis on grades and tests, 
and more emphattie on free discuasion, 
questioning,












 only recommend that the 
cur-
rent surge for more buildings and teach-
ers and the change to the faster -working 
quarter system he accompanied by a 'vow 
for hetter quality in education. IA.gislators 
and administrators should begin to plan 
now for smaller, better 
organized
 claws. 
Quantity %yid  t quality can 
only increase 











If you watch 









are  probably aware that ABC 
has started 
a new series called "Batman." 
It runs twice a week. VI etinesday and 







 is worth 
insestigation,  be-
cause it offers
 a new concept in 
televieion  
programming.  It 






 a comic 
book 
hero, the aerial retains many of the char-
acterietice of the original  plot, Batman's 
equipment anti crime-fighting tools, and 




spoke.  aloud 




 Biff, Bam, 
Ooof, Whop, Snap, 
Crackle and Pop remain imprinted in our 
memories 
forever. 
But what ie the effect of this series 
on our innocent and 
impressionable  
youth? you ask. Quite 
beneficial I should 
think. True there is violence, sex, intrigue, 
and all this
 spiced with a eubilety un-










The first two episodes show Batman 
foil the evil plans of the "Riddles." a 
malevolent jokester and super.criminal, 
bent on Batman's destruction. The Riddles 
tricks the Caped Crusader and Robin, 
Boy Wonder and Batman's constant com-
panion, and 
our hero is confronted with 
a million 
dollar  lawsuit. 
But 
Batman  and Robin catch the crook 
in the
 act, the theft of the jewel-Poen:toed 
Moldavian elephant. B&R are holing in 
the stuffed mammoth, and at the right 
moment. jump out! A fight result. 
com-
plete with the descriptive terminology 
mentioned above. 
As the fight ends, the now cowardly 
Riddles tries to escape, abandoning his 
men, but the Bat pursues. No one can be 
sure, but the audience is let to believe
 
that the 
Riddles  meets hie end in an ex-
plosion, ironically enough, in laughing 
gas. 
Jules Feiffer, in an article entitled "The 
Great Comic
 Book Heroes" (Playboy, 
October, 1965) has
 some interesting no-
tions 
on Batman. "While Superman's su-
periority lay in the offense, Batman's lay 
in the rebound. Whatever was done to 
him   whatever trap laid, wound opened, 
skull fractured  all he ever had to show 
for it was a discreet patch of Band-Aid 
on his right shoulder. With Superman 
we 
won,  with Batman we held our own." 
Feiffer also contends that Robin is de-
signed to serve as a subject 
with  whom 
young fans can identify. "He ha. the
 build 
of a 
middleweight,  the legs of a 
wrestler.  
He was




 circle, the one picked for 
great-
ness in 
the crowd  God how I hated 
him. You can 
imagine how pleaeed I 
was 
when, years
 later, I heard he was a fag." 
Regardless
 of the critical reviews
 and 
psychological
 analyses, "Batman" provides
 
unusual (the 
only  word that fits enter-
tainment. Any 
sentimental - reminiscent 
type
 person can find 
something in the 
series, if only a temporary 
escape,
 and I 
do mean 
escape,






Ninety SJS college coeds were informed 
that they had a 
five day "vacation" from 
school courtesy of the City Health Depart-
ment These residents of Pratt Hall were 
ttlso excused from their men 
friends  and 
Elates as welldue to a case of scarlet fever 
in 
the building. 
Undaunted, the girls 
accepting  their "fate" 
in good spirits as they dangled
 from second -
story 
windows
 and flirted with passers-by. 
A good time was had
 by all except far 
the 
lack of food and an 
overcrowded telephone. 




class  held an  
etiquette  
survey 
among  its coeds 
concerning 
their  social 
life. One 
of the questions was, 
"what do you 
look for most 




possible  date." A 







Neatness in physical 







 question concerned 
what
 
the person disliked 
most  when dating. Some 
of the 
answers were: 
discourtesy  and incon-
sideration; 
conceited  or self-centered dates; 
excessive drinking or 
smoking; t a rdinrss; 
poor


















60 S. 1st 
36 
Valley  Fair 
Mon. and Thurs. 'Til 9 p.m. Open Mon. -Fri. 
'Til
 9:30 p.m. 
4,--stPARTAN DAILY 
ru"daY janu'iml




For Grad Post 
Interviews to fill the recently 
vacated post of Graduate 
Repre-
sentative to Student 
Council
 will 
be held this afternoon at 2:30, 




The vacancy on council 
occurred 
when grad rep Richard Epstein 
was removed from office by the
 
decision of the ASB Judiciary 
that 
he was no 




tion must have a 2.25 
cumulative  
grade
 average, be on clear aca-
demic status, 
hold  no other major 
elective or appointive ASB 
office  
and 
be a legitimate member of 







Silva Service congratulates 
this year's 
graduates,
 just like 
we have been
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By GARY WHITMAN 
"It's 
been quiet lately . . too 
quiet . . . it feels 
like the lull be-
fore
 the storm," observed SJS 
security officer Lloyd Hohu, 29, 
as we cruised the campus at 12:30 
a.m. last 
Monday night. 
The streets were almost empty 
and 
the csunpus, 




making  his 
post -midnight rounds, was silent. 
A light fog 
vvas  settling and the 
air was nippy.
 The midnight oil 
could be seen burning in local liv-
ing centers, but as 
far as SJS wa.s 
concerned, all had been secured 
and 
tucked -in for another night. 
That is, all except three 
security  
officers seiving the graveyard 
shift. 
INTRIGUE 





over to the police office, 
which  is 
located in front 
of the multi -story 
garage on Seventh 
Street  with 




























































 it turned out to be a "quiet 
night," 
as Hohu 
described  it. 
After introducing




Sanford,  22, a 
senior 
sociology
 major at 






man; and HohuI proceeded, like 
any
 good reporter,




 that Sanford's 
duties  
for 







































 that all cars 
parked 
overnight had the proper 
bumper
 sticker, are 
parked
 le-
gally and to check
 for any at-
tempted 
burglary,
 vandalism, etc. 
Hohu, a former SJS student, 
then suggested that 
I join him on 
the motor patrol. Now, I thought 
to myself, this is where I'll find 
some "action."
 
We drove to the 
south campus 
back to the main campus, and 
then out to the
 aeronautics de-
partment extension at the Munici-
pal Airport. The result: no action 
whatsoever'. 
BUSY NIGHTS 
"Friday and Saturday nights 
are usually pretty busy," com-












Jobs are now 







































































wild  then! 
Especially
 in the 
dogurr:ss .theYoudruk7has.,
 panguytsy srtau:s., 
riots 
and every night too. I 
ing." 
FOOT PATROL 
Upon returning to the station, 
I joined Hohu on a foot patrol. 
As we 
checked
 the buildings, a 




 out for the
 past two years
 
was 
solved.  Simply: there are lit-
tle boxes with a 
key on a chain 
inside of it on the walls of build-
ings. The keys fit into a clock that 
the 
patrolman
 carries with him. 
Each key has a different number 
on it. When the key is placed 
in the clock and 
turned,
 the num-
ber is recorded. This way a rec-
ord is kept of where the patrol-
man was at what time. 
About half way through the 
beat, I had 
to
 excuse myself: I 
was falling asleepit was 2:30 
a.m.I thanked Patrolman Hohu 
far the tour and, with the streets 
now completely deserted and all 






 earlier I interviewed 
chief of the sectuity police, Frank 
D. 
Scholl'.  
"We have 15 men on the staff. 
Our 
prime  duties are enforcing 
parking regulations (4,781 park-
ing citations were given out last 
year on campus), checking build-
ings, driving visiting dignitaries 
to the airport, and various other 
security measures," he remarked. 
Continuing, he 
pointed
 out: "The 
thefts in classrooms and bicycles. 
It's 
a state law that all bikes 
must be licensed -85 per cent are 
not." 
Schoff offered a suggestion to 
the students: "All we ask is that 
you obey the law 
and report all 
thefts, no matter how petty they 
may seem to you." 
Toads Hop 
Hopping  across the country,
 the 




 the first road
 tour 
of
























will  play 
touch  
football




Students  vybo are residents of 
Santa 
Clara  County 
may obtain 
applications for the Conununity
 
Ambassador Program until to-
morrow, according to Dr. Ray-
mond 
W. Stanley, professor of 














 deadline. Final appli-
cations























  A junior 
high school student, susperided
 last 
week for wearing protest sym-
bols, returned to school yesterday 
following a conference by his par-
ents with Principal Robert
 N. 
Rowe. 
Eighth grader Mark Millen-
berger, 14, was suspended from 
Garfield Jimior High School Thurs-
day when he 
refused
 to stop wear-
ing an armband 
and button with 
the words "Garfield Viet Nam 
Day Comrnittee." 
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. John 
A. Mitlenberger, met with the 
principal during the weekend 
and 
agreed that the boy would not 
wear the armband and button. It 
was also agreed that the Berke-
ley Board of Education would be 
asked to rule on whether students 
should be allowed to wear the sym-
bols to school. 
School regulations prohibit the 
wearing
 of off -campus emblems 





 forms are now 
avail-
able
 in the Financial Aids 
Office,  
ADM201, 




 Ryan, director of 
financial  aids, 
has announced. 
Application  deadline





awarded  by the

































































































































































through .lan. 28 in the
 SJS Art 
Building where works of 14 art-
ist -craftsmen are on 
display. 
The exhibition shows 
ancient 
art forms revised into its mod-
ern idiom. Glass is used 
to ov-
ate  sculpture in 
combination 
with 
metal sculpture in panels 
and 
also
 in free -blown 
glass 
forms. 
One of the 
exhibitors




art at SJS, who 
helped 
start glass-blowing
 classes at 
SJS. 




 Building, is open from
 




Friday,  and from 















































Menus  . . . 









Photo by James Bressoll
 
Stevi Sorensen, drama
 major, plays a major role in a "happen-
ing" created by Steve Silver, commercial 
art major. The show 
will be open 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. in A2I5 from now 
through  rinals. 
April 15 
Deacliine
 for Phelan Contest 
Deadline for 
manuscripts for 
the Phelan Literary Contest is 
April 15.
 
The contest is limited to SJS 
students. Contest rules are avail-
able in F102. First prize will be 
$50;
 
second, $25, and third, 
$15.  
In addition, a grand prize of 




include  patterned 
verse, sonnet, free verse, sa-




and play of one 
to three acts. 
There









in May, can also 
be used in the 
Phelan
 Contest, according to 
Dr. Jeanne Lawson, associate 
professor of English. Reed man-




Students wishing to sign up 
for staff and editorial work 
should register
 for English 180, 



















only $10 a 
month  
Here's  a 

















go,  the eyes 
are on 
you.
 Dress -up 
holiday  
colors  of 
















 CENTER  - - citiOP MOii DAY THRU 
TURDAY  uraiL 9:30 p.m. 
VALLEY
 
FAIR  StIOP 
MONDAY
 
TFIRU SATURDAY  
UNTIL  9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Tanuilry 















somewhere  else. 
Flying
-





was  on the second 
floor of the Art Building.
 "This 
is 
most definitely a happening," 
said Steve Silver. creator of the 
myriad of flying devices, mobiles, 
paintings




 of the 
Art 
Department  called it, "one 
of the most exciting
 things I've 
seen in months." 
Music 
from the sound 
track 
of "Around 
the World in Eighty 
Days"  fills the room. 
So does 
the smell of 
burning  paraffin. 
But the 
most  startling 
part of 
the 





 id her and for 
a 
split 
second  they aren't
 sure 
whether she's real or a  mectrin 
teal device," said
 Silver. "She - 
real, yet she's part of the
 hap-
pening.
 People can identify 
vvith 
her and













 was Silver's 
specl,,, 
















they are in 
a different 
vvorld."  said 























 it up because 
it makes 
them  feel 
happy.  They 
want a relief



















iif our larger (ahem, competitor,.
 ,st. 
kepi





 is. SS a day and 5c a mile. Not to 
tom 



















































I-IINT FOR A 
DIAMOND
 FROM PROCTOR'S 
Ke hate been pruuding engagement ring's to 
three generations of girls in the Ban Jose area. 
You can buy with assurance
 of quality sod 
value when you select a ring from PROCTOR'S. 
Come In and see our wonderful selection. 
















TOWN  & 
COUNTRY
 VILLAGE 






where the action 
is! 
Growing
 and expanding with Northern 
California, 
Macy's is 
consistently on the alert for dynamic 
young  
people to grow along with us. 
'flie nine Macy's stores 
in Northern California (and 
more  4)11 the way!) need 
leadership. Macy's is 
looking
 for leaders whir are 
four
 year 
college graduates in all areas 
of
 major endeaor. 
These young met) and 
women will make up the solid corps 
of 
Junior Exectiare trainees. Macy's 
executise  training program 
trains  you 
for positions of relionsibility.
 for a 
remuneratie.
 




















get  10 




MACY'S  SAN 

































125 So. 4th St. 
A   from SJS Library 
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 












' been higher were it 
not  for a hand 
injury he received while perform- , 
Mg 
on
 the horizontal bar. 
The meet's only other winner was 
Riek 
Field  of Cal, who 
captured  
both the parallel 




















 stay 10 describe 
that 
inimi-





























Bring this ad and
 see 
how 





































 Invited to visit our Bridal Registry 
and see our 22 
netv patterns in Chinaware, featuring: 
 Syracuse  Fine China  Crystal Stemware by llolme-
gaard  Rada 
from  Sweden. 
, 



































 Plague Gymnasts 
Spartan gymnasts found the go-
ing 
rather  rough this 
weekend.  
as they dropped 
LI triangular meet 
to Cal 




















 in the 








































COPPOLA  TAKES 
FIVE 
Coppola,  the Spartans' 5-2 
soph  
tensation.
 racked up five first 
places against Cal 






 the SJS crew 
fell by a final count
 of 139-131. 
Coppola's victories




bars, parallel bars and all-around, 
































































in the side 



















had better depth. ' 
SJS 
coach  Clair 







































 squad pays 













 when he is 
overshadowed by 
a teammate of 
world-
record caliber. 
With  this introduction, 
consider  the plight of 
SJS track sprinter, 
W.ivne 
liermen:  
At 5-6. 130 pounds, he is one of 
the smallest sprinters around. 
For a teanunate 
he
 has Tommy Smith, who
 already has one 
»erld  record 
to his credit 
and is given a 





 the little man made his presence felt at 
the F:xaminer 
itational Meet in San Francisco 
two weeks ago, and it is doubtful 
many track fans will 
not have heard of "Peanut" by the time 
the 
season  is over. 
In this meet, Hermen certainly 
was  the Spartan star, winning 
the 160 -yard clash 
in 16.6, only one -tenth of El second off the world 
',cord of Stanford's Larry Questad. 
He was also third in the 60-yard dash and the leadoff 
man in 
the meet record-hreaking mile relay team for the Spartans. 
After this performance, Hermen was invited to participate 
in 
the Los Angeles 
Invitational  later this month. 
This is not to say Hermen has clone nothing in the past. He 
has 
many fine times to his credit, but alv.'ays has been overshadowed 
super -star Smith.
 
Hermen has a time of 9.5 in the 100-yard 
dash, 20.7 in the 220 
,,iirvei and
 20.6 in the 200 -meter. 
In 1964, Herrnen earned a fifth place in the NCAA 200 meters, 
second in the USTFF (United States Track and Field Federation) 
200 meters and a fifth in the USTFF 100 
meters.  
HOWeVer, possibly his greatest contribution to the track world 
has been his achievements with 
Smith. 
Hermen 
gets out of the blocks early for good starts and often 
leads Smith in the first part of the race. 
The start is Smith's weak point, and his goal is to get out 
with 
Hermen.  
Besides this, being in front of 
Tommy,
 Hermen pu.shes the former 
to better times and more spirited "kicks" in the
 final part of the race. 
Meanwhile Hermen, a 
senior  from Affton. Mo., is often lost in 
the crowd. 
More 
than once in his career, Hermen has been penalized by the
 
failure of the judges to see 
him cross the finish line in the pack of 
bigger opponents.  
This was most 
publicized in last year's SJS-Stanford dual meet, 
when he was lost in the crowd,
 and subsequent pictures saw him 
among the
 point -getters. 
Hermen intends to alleviate 
this problem by coming in first -















serve  you. 
Corner
 of 2nd
















-Hawaiians  and 
SAE  finished 















four  first places, 
three 
of
 them new 




up a total 
of 
86 points, four











Taus had been all
-college  
swimming  champions
 three of the 
last 




 in each of 
the last eight meets. 








 times of 
:45.2 and 
:51.5, and the 
SAE 250 
free relay
 outfit with 
a 1:58.0 
mark. all 






wctre  :26.8 in the 
50 
butterfly by Mike 
Fagg, :31.3 in 
the 50 
breast  by Paul 
Nachtigall  
of the Cal -Hawaiians, 1:02.9 
by 
Bob
 Folendorf of 
Sigma Pi in 
the  
100 individual medley,






 Chi in 
the 
24
-yard shuttle walk. 
Here are the individual winners 
in their respective events: 
50
-free - Jim Miller
 (SAE), 
:25.8; 50 fly - 
Mike Fagg  (Inde-
pendent), :26.8, 50 backstroke - 










(C -H), :31.3; 100 
medley - Bob Folendorf (Sigma 
Pi). 1:03.4;
 shuttle walk - Tom 
Gallagher (C -H), 15.4; 100 medley 
relay - Cal Hawaiian, :51.5; 100 
free 
relay - Cal -Hawaiians, :45.2; 
250 free relay 
- SAE, 1:58.0. 
- 






cagers  have a two-week 
vacation ahead. and 
they Ju.st 
might spend it shooting the ball. 
This most 
fundamental  part of 
the game was the
 Spartan down -
tall 
Friday  night as they lost to 
the University of Pacific, 
71-57.  
The
 two-week vacation is for I 
final exams, with the Spartans not 





The Spartans shot a poor 25 
per cent in the UOP loss, well 
below their respectable seasonal 
average  of 40.2 per cent. 
"You can't beat anyone shoot-
ing 
that poorly. It's amazing we 
came so close to UOP," coach 
Stu Inman analyzed. 
"We
 didn't play that badly
 




 problems are 
magnified 
when 


















"Especially pleasing was the 
fact 
that 
we fell behind after leading 
m4aoidst 
of the way, but still came 
back to 
win  the game," Inman 
The 
Spartan  shooting 
percentage  
climbed back 43 per cent in the 
vieTtohryis.
 






 far," he said 
in 
mid -season 
evaluation  of the 
Spartans, who 
own an overall rec-
ord of 6-6. 
In the comeback drive
 at St. 
Mary's, 
star
 forward S. T. 
Saffold 
moved to 








tiring, and reserve Steve 
Schlink 
looking
 good at forward, so 
Inman 
looked to Saffold 
to man the post. 
IRREGULAR SETUP 
"This is nothing
 regular, I will 
use 
this  set-up only when 
we want 
to scramble the game up a little, 




the veteran mentor 
ex-
plained. 
Inman was high on the




weekend. The latter 
came off the 
bench
 strong both nights to 
pro-
vide  key points. 
Against 
UOP, Schlink canned 
10 straight
 points in the first half 
to keep the 









leagues must submit a $10 forfeit 
fee 
to MG 121 by 3:30 tomorrow, 
Intramural Director
 Dan Unruh 
announced.  
The fee is refundable
 at the 
conclusion of the season,
 provided 
the 
team has not forfeited 
any  
of its games. 
League  play is 
scheduled





Dave Mercer, third guard on the 
freshman basketball team, was 
also a performer
 on the Sparta -
babe frosh football squad this sea-
son, starting at flanker. 
to the hosts. Saturday
 night he 







scored 10 and 
13
 
points and "is 
getting  stronger 
physically"  according to 










 is anticipating 
the 
return  of Jim 
Brennan to 
bolster
 the guard 
corps.  
Brennan severely sprained 
his 
ankle three weeks 
ago and is ex-
pected 
to 
bee.  in workouts this 
week. 
WCAC Round -Up 
SJS is tied for third behind 
co-leaders University of San Fran-
cisco and 
University  of the Pacific 
after three West Coast Athletic
 
Conference basketball games. 
USF and UOP are 
both un-
defeated In three league games, 
while SJS and Santa Clara follow 
with 2-1 record.s. 
League play will not 
resume
 




San Francisco     
 3 0 
Pacific   3 0 
San Jose State
 2 1 







   1 2 
Santa Barbara   
0 3 
Pepperdine




UOP 71, SJS 57 
St. Mary's 
85, Santa 
Barbara  80 









SJS, 61, St. Mary's 
57 
Santa Clara

















 follows his 
older  brother 
Craig,  who 
played
 













 of . . . 
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR 












will deliver the opening lecture 











Sat., Jan. 22, 8 P.M. 
SheratonPalace 
Hotel 







































































 lit HUARD 
The  two 
remaining  San 
Jose 
State students of a 
bicycle trio 




-mile  goodwill 
trip  
to Costa Rica and
 Panama have 
returned










cisco's Golden Gate Bridge last 
June 17 bearing two scrolls of 
goodwill wishes, signed by some 
700 
SJS students. 
Bitts, who is blind, rode tan-
dem with Reyes, but decided to 
return by bus after 2,000 miles 
when illness and mechanical dif-
ficulties
 made it 
apparent
 that 
the group might not return in 
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 at 8 p.m. 
Fri. and Sa+. 
at































sufiered  minor cuts 
from a spill off their tandem 
bicycle, and all three at some 
time along the way were plagued 
by what is known
 to American 
tourists as "Montezuma's re-
venge." 
"To say the people in all of 
these countries welcomed us well, 
would be putting it mildly," said 
Reyes. "We spent much 
of our 
time in long 
discussions  with 
dinner hosts we had met on the 
road." 
The cyclists were guests at 
old missions, churches and semi-
naries on 
numerous  occasions. 
Their requests for shelter were 
answered
 at midnight as well 
as midday. despite the fact that 
neither Barklind nor Reyes is 
Catholic. 
GOOD ROADS 
Communication was no prob-
lem to the three adventurers. 





 is a 
native
 of El 
Salvador;  and 





















 of northern 
Mexico and the 
cold highlands, 
rising some 12,000 feet in 
south-
ern Costa 












After  five 
months




arrived  at the 
University  
of Costa Rica 
in San Jose, and 
attended  the university's student 
council 
meeting.  
"We took the members
 of the 
council by surprise," said Reyes, 
"but they all 
stood  and applaud-
ed after their president had read 
the scroll." 




Mayor Joseph L. Pace, 
M.D.,  the goodwill scroll bearing 
the 
signatures ot more 
than
 700 SJS students before
 embarking on 
their 
5,400 -mile bicycle +rip 
last June. 
Alpha Phi Coed 
Reigns 













Ball  Jan. 8, 
at 
Rickey's Hyatt 












 of San 
Jose. 
She






































elude the Misses Kim 
Kimetovic,  
Ganuna Phi Beta; Annie Ward, 
Gamma Phi Beta; Mary Kay 
Gundry,
 Sigma Kappa; arid Mary 
Ann Hardy,





 ASB sponsored Washing-
ton Square Pop Series got its 
name from the location
 of San 





 area now 
housing 
the Librcuy and the 
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Barklind and Reyes were din-
ner guests of the council and 
spent about 30 days in San 
Jose's sister -city of San Jose, 





Near the Panamanian border 
the pair experienced 
more  mis-
fortune. All their money and 
some of their belongings, includ-
ing Reyes' passport, were stolen. 
Reyes, who was unable to con-
tinue, withstood starvation,
 some-
what mitigated by beans
 and 
mush, before
 he was repatriated 
by
 the United States
 Embassy 
to Miami, the nearest American 
stop. 
POLICE HELPS 
"I didn't have one cent," de-
clared Reyes, 
"and  if it wasn't 
for a policeman who gave me 
50 
cents, I would have finished 





having  taken advantage 






SJS, where he plans 
to complete his 
engineering  




 City, obtained 
a job on a freighter and re-
turned to San Diego. He is ex-
pected to join his travel com-
panions 
in


















Sunnyvale  and member 
of Alpha
 Eta Sigma, 
rt'VellIS her 
engagement 
to Graittun H. Mc-
Phail Jr., who 
was  graduated 
from 
Chico State College
 in 1962 
find is now 
employed  with 
Mc-
Phail's Appliances. 
Ile is from 
San Rafael and 
is affiliated 
with 










major of San Jose,
 
announces her 
betrothal  to Bruce 
MacDonald,  a senior
 geology 
major
 from San Pedro and
 mem-
ber of Alpha
 Phi Omega. The 
wedding is 
planned
 for the sum-
mer. 
Chris
 Hieber, freshman 
secre-
tarial  major at Clark College 
from Vancouver, 
Wash., reveals 
her engagement to Paul Hewitt, 
junior physical 
education  major 
from
 Portland, Ore. 
Arlene 
Drueger,  UCLA senior 
sociology major 
from Los An-




 Angeles. The pair 
plan a June 
wedding. 
PINNINGS 
Carolynne Rouse, junior social 
science major of San Jose affili-
ated with Delta Zeta 
sorority,
 
is pinned to Barry Robutd, soph-
omore history major from Sara-
toga and member of Sigma Al-
pha 
Mil. 
Gina Levitt of San Jose, a 
sophomore
 English major affili-
ated
 with Chi Omega, Ls pinned 
to Mitt Jones, graduate 
manage-
ment student from Bakersfield 















































































































State's  Russian Club 
celebrated  the Russian New Year 
Saturday,






a party at the 
Mercury Club in 
San  Francisco. 
A Russian style
 dinner was 
followed  by dancing 
and enter-
tainment, 




ulty  attending the affair
 includ-
ed 
Dr. Vastly D. Prian,
 chair-










eign  languages and 










 Russian New Year's celebra-
tion to raise funds for the
 sup-












































 RIGHT OR LEFT HAND 
nn INCLUDES
 199 




































WILSON -MULTI POWER 
Ca 99 Reg. 
MacGREGOR-JACK NICKLAUS J7 159.00 
MODELS
 
WILSON-PALMER Signature in, 99 Reg. 
WILSON-SNEAD





















 Gun Cases 
from  
1.99  
Harnell  Penn  
gun' Gun 
Rack. from
 .1.99  
 Garcia 
 Mitchell  
South Rend  True Tent- 
SHOTGUNS
 29.99 




















aloes  to 
39.50
 
WE BUY - TRADE
 - RENT 
HURRY! FANTASTIC SAVINGS !! I 
3.1. 







SKIS.  WI 



































used for st""' c"me "" 
Rent+Is  Lam. Selection
 
* Men Y 
HiontenR 
OTS  elea 













BRAND  NEW 
Limited Sizes 

































































































































































A VeU of Arpege 
A 
Veil
 ot My Sin 
Phis a full 
line






























































































The  Ski 

























The day -long conference is pre-
sented
 by the SJS Institute of In-
dustrial Relations 
under the di-
rection of Dr. George Halverson,  
chairman
 of the Industrial Rela-
tion.s Department. 
It will emphasize employee safe-




Clarence Johnson, vice president 
for claims 
of the Industrial In-
demnity Co., will discuss "Changes 
in Workmen's Compen.sation in 
California," at the 8:45 a.m. gen-
eral session. 
F. L. Brannigan, training spe-






















































which the world's population is 
growing means an outright
 limit 
must be placed on the number 
of people who inhabit the planet, 
a symposium on population con-
cluded  Sunday. 
Searching 









from a tax on 
children  and a limit on 




It won't be 
enough, said Dr. 
Robert
 C. North, 
professor  of 
poli-
tical 





birth  of un-
wanted 









 spring semester 
,tre being re -opened for the Week-
end ("0 -Recreational Program held 
every Saturd.ak. 
The paid 
positions  still open in-
clude:







 for the four po-
sitions are slated for the beginning 
of 
next  semester, at which time 
the forms are due. 
Those interested in obtaining 
information forms 
and sheets may 
obtain them in the College Union 
and 
Recreation  Department Office 












 of San Francisco, Guadalajara.
  
Mexico, July 3 -August.
 $255 includes 


















board  & 
roorn & 
activities & round trip by plane. New 
York
-Madrid.  Information: 
Dr.  
Maiques  , 
Foreign Lanivaie 
















 Exc. cond. 
Must see to of 
prec. 
$595/offer.  293-4275. 
'67 DODGE 

















































 6 cylinder. 
Stick.  Runs well.
 
$100.  Call 294-7294.
  
'63 HONDA










After 6 p.m. 
294.4383. 
'61 CHEV. 
Impala.  7 H.T. 
V 8 pwr. 
steering R H. 
Ex,rt 
 rond. Orig 
owner. 
























































sell, tent or 
announce anything, 





Send to: Spartan Dally 
CLASSIFIEDS, 
1206, San lose 
State 
College,  San 

















O Help Wanted (4) 
O Housing (5) 
O 





 Services (8) 
O 
Transportation  (9) 
Nams 




 w/bindings, 195 cm. 
Usud ,niy once. 











 WANTED. Full 
or part time. 
Unlicerted




 sales & 
listings  in Santa
 
- 
Ira. W. San 



























































work  during 
Sum,sler
 Break. Can 
continue 








3 SPEED g-irL bike 
$25.




GLEN  APTS. 1 & 2 bdrms. No. 
26th & E. Julian.  
GORDON HALL CONTRACT
 FOR 
SALE. Spring. Best offer. Pat 
298.7119.   
APTS. AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SE-
MESTER. Tradewinds-633
 S. 8th. $110 
month. 




 Apt. I, 286-4260 6-8 
evenings or on 
weekends.   
FEMALE STUDENTS. Room & board.
 $80. 
Unappd. house. 3 
blocks to campus. 
Hi.fi. 
TV.  Fireplace. No contract. No 
deposit. Exc. food. 286-4331
 or 297-9742  
FURN. STUDIO & I 
8DRM.  $80 & $85 
mo. 48 
So. 4th. 
292-7852.   
GORDON HALL SPRING 
SEMESTER  
CONTRACT 
FOR SALL Reasonable. 
Phone 
251-1628.  
STUDIO 1 & 3 BDRMS. Furn. & unfurn. 
From $85 up. Pool 295-8514 or 295.5553. 
NEED
 FEMALE ROOMMATE 
FOR UN-
APPD. APT. 297-2257.  
2 
GORDON  HALL CONTRACTS 
FOR 
SALE Discounts. 
297-3103  or 298-2580.  
2 ORM APT. Lowered
 rent. Mgr. 293 
4955. 














































 for next 









HOUSING  1'51 




 SEMESTER. Phone 
297-1814.   
GIRL




















apprec.  460 S. 4th. 
286-4442. 
NEW
 SPACIOUS APTS. 
Furnished. 
Featuring: 
Fireplace,  2 baths, 
large 
closets, sundeck,
 and color TV in party
 
room. Close to 
SJS. 215 S. 12th. 
295-4591  
or 286-3292.  
-ANN DARLING APTS. 
I & 2 bdrms. No. 





























































FEMALE  GRAD 
OR SEN. 
ROOMMATE  






1 bdrm $90. 2 
bdrm. $130.








blks. to SJS. 
$i42.50.
 





Huge  mod. 
apt. 508 S. Ilth. 292-5799.
 Hurry! 
APTS 
FOR  MEN 8 WOMEN.





per person. 495 E. 




MARIA LANE APTS. 
Spacious  for 3 -must 
sell contract 
before Feb. I. 
298.2861 
after 5:30 p.m.  
I OR 2 GIRLS 



























QUIET  ROOM 




blks  to 
campus.  62 
N. 7th St. 
1 BDRM





 S 8th #2  
BOYS  APPROVED
 ROOM
 8 KIT. 
PRIV-
ILEGES



























 of campus. $135 per month 415 
S 5th 292.3095  
FEMALE RMMT to share 
unappd.2-bdrm  
apt. w/2 others.








S. 6th. 292-2250. 
DELUX 2 
BORM apt. furn. $120. 286 -
or 
378.9767.   
COLONIAL HALL contract for sale. 
Reduced. 293.9908. Bobbie.  
REAR COTTAGE. Married couple $80. 
Serniprivste. 
Rm. Male sen. 
Kitch.  $35. 
647 
S. 6th after 5 p.m.  
HAVE
 2 SORMS




 About 5-10 min. drive 
to 
SJS. 855 Peter Pan Ave. S.J. $60 mo. in-
cludes
 everything except food Call 
295-
6895. 
ROOMS FOR RENT. Men -1 bdrm with 
both ger. near SJS. reasonable.
 475 S. 
15th. 
GIRL 







286-4932.   
MODERN 2 bdrm 
apts.  3 & 4 persons. 




/ & 2 8ORM apts. New carpeting. 
pool  
rec. rm. TV Mdrn 












6th. Call 297-0314, 
UNAPPRVD APT. for 3, one blk frm 
campus. 
$100 per month,
 call 286-5995. 
SUNSET HALL contract for sale (under 
Juniper








 for Spring 
Sem. Terry 581 S. 12th 
$40 
FURN  unappd 
apt  for upp.
 div. 
male




contract  for sale. Dis-
count. 294-4426.
 427 S. 5th. 
2 GIRLS needed to share unappd. 
apt. 
3 bdrrn, dishwasher, 
garbage 
disp. $45. 




 RMMT to share apt. 
Good  loce 
fion
 & 
close  to SJS.
 405 S. 8th #4. 
I  BDRM delux 
apt.
 across from Speech 
& Drama
 Bldg. $115. 
231 E. San Fer-
nando
 
NEED  male 
roommate  in unappd.
 apt. 
298.3164 aft. 5 
p.m.  
UNAPPD.
 new apt. for 
3. 298-3164 






























blk.  SJS. 
Call 
aft.  5. 










FOUND  16) 
LOST - 
Soc. & Meteorology
 texts. Vic. 
Bookstore
 Jan. 




















Chet  Bailey. 286-5386






 etc. Pica 
electric.  243-6313.  
TYPING. All kinds. 
IBM electric. Work 
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 
378-8577.   
TYPING IN 



















month.   






TYPING  done in my home. 
Call  252-5793 
TRANSPORTATION
 19) 
RIDES TO L.A. 
Leave afternoon of Jan. 
28. Contact Bill 266-1492 
CRIPPLED 
PALO
 ALTO young man de.
 
sires round trip auto transp. to 
workshop  
at 814 Park Ave. 
San 
Jose  3 to 5 days a 
week. Will Pay 





TO LA in private plane. 2 flights 






















Send in handy ordr 
blank. Enclose 

















ed,  even longed 
for children."
 
North  predicted 
that





limit  more 










































































































































































































































 to be 
identified.  
"They















age from 23 to 




 for two 
years,
 but not 
now."  
Wayne 
Gottlieb, speaking for 
the club,
 said he "was 
sorry  to see 
the  girls
 go." But the 
"fact is, 
they lost what
 we call the 'play-
boy image' -a 
young, vital, happy 
look," he 
said.  












The SJS Division of Business 
will offer its second annual Finan-




 wilt meet 
for five 








will meet from 7-
9:30 
p.m. on 'Thursday,
 Jan. 27 
and 
Feb.
 3, 10, 17 and 24. 
All 
class meetings 
will be held in 
the  
Speech  and Drama
 Building. 
A 






reach  Dr. James C. 
Ma, SJS assistant 
professor of 




 Friday, Jan. 21.
 
Job Interviews 41 -
June Mill Si1/11111111.1* gru+luates 
mu) +sign tor interviews, uppoint-




through  finals, semester 







tronic engineers, physics with 
elec-
tronics 
experience - indu.stry or 
military majors for positions
























 majors for 
posi-
tions in 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































 30 beautiful 
units 









 Pre -paid gas, water and garbage 






IT/ vrt strvtivto,triirr Vti 
i'Vtr itr if/ \V / 
jOIN 
foe 
positions  in 
resetirch  and 
development
 openings in 
fields at 
aerospace and 




Zellerbach  Corporation; 
accounting
 









 of Sperry Rand; 
electronic
 engineers





programming  or 
applicat-
tions  analyst. 































Day or Night 
Classes 
































































































Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. '57 
Tom Niemann '63 
Tom Heflin '64 
!Inv Terry '64 




INSURANCP COMPANY OF AMMADCLANIA 
a 
century
































































































Spartan Daily Staff Writer 






than "No-Doz." It wa.s possible. 
at
 that time, to have 
completed  





seen a petition, let alone a dem-
onstration or a Friday Forum. 
Today it is a different story. 
The 
Free Speech Movement 
which  
exploded 
at U.C., the civil rights 
movement which spread across the 
nation, and the 
VDC  are all a part 
of student unrest, and 
narcotics  
are very much a 
part
 of it. 
A great 
variety
 of addictive arid 
non-addictive drugs are available 
in great quantities
 on today's col-
lege and imiversity campuses. 
However, there are almost no 
needles,  no drug -starved addicts 
roaming the streets looking for 
ways to beg or steal enough 
money for a 
fix,  and no pushers 
waiting in dark alleys t,o sell their 
junk. 
The 
non -addictive drugs  are 
found on today's campuses for 
more than the addictive ones. 
They fall into two categories, ac-
cording to 
Michael Herr, free-













 or hallucinogens, 






peyote, or its derivative, 
mescaline,  et cetera. 
"While
 there are no 
significa.nt 
statistics
--any more than there 
are 
on 
virginity,  and 
Dor  the same 
reasonsdrug  taking is becoming 
increasingly popular on American 
cfurtpuses," 
according
 to Jeremy 
Earner,  professor at New York 
State University, "and marijuana 
is 
generally
 the drug of choice." 
The reasons for trying mari-









because "it's the thing 
to do," 











"The LaGuardia Report," pub-
lished in 1944 and still a standard 
reference on the subject of mari-
juana.
 
confirmed  that marijuana 
is 
non-addicting.  
The report warns, "Marijuana 
taken in excess may produce anx-
iety as well 
as pleasant feelings, 
and that psychotic episodes are 
not unheard-of when the batch is 
strong 






some  extent 
learned, 
and an 
experienced  smoker will 
not continue once






Many hope that marijuana, like 
alcohol, will become
 legalized, and 
that 
society








In comparison, marijuana comes 
out ahead; the White House C,on-
ference on 
Narcotics  and Drug 
Abuse referred to alcohol as "the 
outstanding addictive drug in the 
U.S." 
"The country's five million al-
coholics suffer from cirrhosis, 
nervous diseases, 
and  even brain 
damage. Nicotine, too, has addic-
five 
properties, and cigarettes 





out that "those who have 
been 
smoking marijuana for a 
period  of 
years showed no merrtal or phys-
ical deterioration 
which may be 
attributed to the drug." 
In Chicago last year, three boys 
two  16, the other 17took a 
large dose of barbiturates and 
am-
phetamines.  Then they took a .22-
caliber rifle and walked 
out  into 
the street where they shot an el-
derly man 19 tiznes. 
This story has been repeated 
(Continued 
Page 5B) 
'Hard To Say 
"Tis hard to 
say, if greater 
want of skill
 
Appear in writing or in judg-
ing 
ill; 
But, of the two, less danger-
ous is the 
offense 















"VVhoever thinks a faultless 
piece to 
see, 
Thinks what ne'er was,  nor hi, 
nor e'er shall be. 
hi every work regard the 
writer's end, 
Since  none can compaas
 more 








 18, 1966 
SECTION B 
Lette's












The Roger Lette incident on Seventh Street was rated the 
number one campus story of the semester year in a poll taken of 
the Spartan Daily staff and editors. 
Other
 top stories ranged from the loss of a $70,000 grant toward 
the purchase of new track for SJS to the New Student, controversial 
activitist
 publication. 









major told a 
"Roman arena" 
crowd of 2,000 spectators at the Oct.
 2'2 Friday Forum that "I will 
not destroy my draft card now. You have made me 
an object of 
ridicule." 
Tearful pleas by Dorothy Ann Morris, drama
 major, and a 
warning from his father ended Lotto's emotionally
 tense hour of 
speeches telling why he intended to defy the law and 
burn his draft 
card. 
In the
 midst of the turmoil, Letle pulled his draft card from 
Ms pocket as if to burn it. He said, "Oppose war and work for  
peace in every way you can." 
Then he turned the microphone over to 
student opponents. ministers and 
members of the Students for a 
Democratic Society. 
Considering the penalty af five 
years in jail and a $10,000 fine 
and the crowd
 of heckling students, TV cameramen and FBI agents, 
Lette said, "Any 
protest  I would have made would




Lost  in 
Red  Tape
 





Steve  Starr 
Alan 
Ginsberg 
chants  a Buddhist
 
peace 
prayer  before 
debating
 





 club at a 
Nov.
 12 rally. 
Assisting is 








 aryl Nlanufacturing 
Co. (3M Co.), which 
last February had 
offered $60,000-$70,000 for
 construction of a new 
facility, withdrew its offer 
when
 negotiations bogged down.
 
By the end of 
July, after five months 
of deliberation, the 
Chancellor's office 
and 3M were unable to 
arrive at an agreement. 
SJS administrators 
expressed
 their regret at losing 
the gift, 
but 















been giving total college fee 
refunds  to 22 SJS students 
who were 
drafted. 
The draft quotas rose 
above the 40,000 mark
 in December for 
the nation. Marty
 students have been 
forced  to apply for I -S 
(c) 
classifications,
 a student deferment 
not renewable and 
expiring  on 
June 30. 
Married, 
childless  men are beginning to 














While poet Alan 
Ginsberg  chanted a Buddhist 
prayer
 and rang 
tiny brass cymbals,
 some 3,000 SJS students 
squeezed into Spartzm 
Cafeteria  Nov. 12 to witness a 
verbal  confmntation between 
leaders
 
of the UC Vietnam Day 
Corrunittee  and the Night Riders, a local 
motorcycle club. 
The cyclists 
and Pacifists debated freedom of expression in 
front 
of local and national TV cameras. Earlier
 the Hell's Angels, a brother 
cycle group to the Night
 Riders, had threatened to physically attack 
peace marchers an their non-violent trek from Berkeley to the 
Oalcland Army Terminal on Nov. 20. 
VDC'ers attempted to convince the cyclists to help the march 
le.a.-eute a "happy spectacle" without. violence. 
Nine days later at. the march, Hell's Angels appeared, and non-
violently enlisted
 their aid to President Johnson as a special 








 Pres. John Hendricks 
accumulated more than 400 signatures on petitions
 before its leaders 




Hendricks denounced the SRH 
(Students to Recall Hendricks) 
for using 
"an  A-bomb to kill a fly." He 
added mere disagreement 
with his 
policies  did not justify recall. 
officials sought the 
president's
 ouster river Hendricks' 
budgetary
 and appointment 
policies  and what they 
termed  his "virtual 








 one vvas ejected 
by the 
ASS 
Judiciary  from student government. 
Rick Trout and 
J. J. Fraser resigned from 
terasurer and senior 
representative  because of a 
unit


















 by the Judiciary after
 he revealed he had 
withdravvn  from 
school.
 
Junior Rill Clark resigned
 his council seat to 
assume  the 
treasurer's 
duties. The president
 also appointed 
graduate  Chad 
Schneller,




 and sophomore 




















 in a 
nearby
 Sim Jos.e 
litundromat. 





allegedly  hy 
Clarence
 McDowell, 
who  allegedly fled
 with Miss 
Pedrick's  wallet 
atter two 
day*









Photo by Paul Sequeita 
Miss Dorothy Ann Morris. in tears and 
visibly shaken, persuaded 
Roger Lette, sophomore philosophy major, not to burn his draft 
card at the Oct. 22 Friday Forum. Lette then faced the jeering 
mob of 2,000 and told it he would not burn his card, in a "Roman 
arena." 
suspected slayer in a 
downtown  hotel room. 
McDowell  was indicted on murder and robbery charges.
 On Oct 
15 he pleaded not guilty. San Jose District Attorney Louis Sergna 
said that his trial will 
be in March or April of this year. 
8Legislative
 Re -organization 
Pres. 
Hendricks  launched last week a 
massive  house-cleaning of 
council's legislative acts.
 
The plan calls for amendments 
to eight acts and outright repeal 
of four. The 
purpose of the plan, Hendricks
 declared is to "clear up 
deadwood and 
modemize  programs" to facilitate integration
 of current 
ASS programs into the 
program of the proposed College union. 
The ASB wants to have "an on -going
 program when the union 
opens," he added. The student
 





Council  Debate 
The new 
year 
started  off with a 







the  Spartan 
Daily  press to 
Academic Council 
meetings.  
The council ha.s 
repeatedly
 defended the position 
that  the council 
is 
an advisory body and does meet the 





the Brown Act. 
California's Brown 
Act states that legislative 
bodies must have 
all meetings open to the 




The semester saw the rise of The 





 aceorrfing M its 
editors, Ira Meltzer, 
Dave Hanna 
and Phil Whitten, was
 intended 





left. by the Spartan Daily. 
Although  predicted  to an 
early 












 of 1,500 









his right to 








 the VDC-Night 
Rlders  debate. 
There 
were many other 






Including Whit ten's arid 
Illinna's  suit 
for 
$1,000,000  
against  an 
uniden-
tified 11.S. secret semice
 agenL 
























Jobs  in Europe 





ner for some students, job oppor-
tunities will be their first concern. 
Looking for an interesting job 
or
 
well -paying job is sometimes a 
hard task.
 Stop lookingfor you 
can have a job lined up for you 





 (ISIS), in Brus-
sels, Belgium, along with its Amer-
ican affiliate, The International 
Student Travel Center, I ISTC), 










overseas  to young students 















for  mom than
 four 






pertaining  to 
visits 



























































































































































ment and a spate of resignations. 
One important fact 
remains --
the ASB survives. 
The major
 thrust of the Hen-
dricks 
administration  this 
semes-
ter has 
been  to prepare the ASB 
proposed College
 Union when the 
student center
 is completed in fall 
of 1967. 
To
 this end the 
president has 
launched













 changes in 
com-
mittees and 














among  ASB 
internal
 dis-










hatl to battle council 
to the wall 
over this issue. 
The president 
claimed the 







has no right to 
amend an appoint-
ment. Council's only 
consideration  
was whether 
an appointee could 
do a given job, not
 whether court-






















































 Tina Newton 
-sought to 
prevent  financing of 
departmental
 and partially 
depart-
mental projects as 
well as ASB 
clubs. 










































































Reed  Magazine 
and 













while. To pay for


































beautiful  units 








 Laundry facilities 
 Pre -paid gas, water and garbage 

















Medico   heavy 
cotton
 4.50 
The A&T Banlon  No Shrinking, 
100% 
Nylon 4.95 






244 S. 2nd 
840 Town & Country 
v' 
The 




spearheaded  by 
two sophomores 
from Allen Hall, 
failed 
because of lack 
of
 organi-
zation and the lack of a clear case 
against 
the president. The Stu-




 sought the president's 
ouster over his appointment
 and 
budgetary
 policies and what they 
termed his "inaction in office." 
SRH DENOUNCED 
Hendricks denounced  the 
SRH, 
pointing
 out neither of the 
sopho-
mores, Perry Kneisel and 
Richard 
Pattenaude, 
had  even talked to 
him,  and he urged 
students with 
complaints to present their griev-
ances to Student Council. 
Resigning
 and ejected 
from
 the 
ASB this semester were 
Richard 
Epstein and 









representative, and Rick Trout, 
ASB
 treasurer. 
Epstein's removal from office 
un Jan.
 10 and Miss Givens'
 (Dec. 
8) and Miss Kennedy's (Nov. 17) 
resignations came with a host of 
charges and counter-charges. Ep-
stein 
battled to 
keep  his council 
seat after revealing to council he 
had withdrawn from school,
 but 
the ASB Judiciary ruled he could 
not constitutionally hold office. 
Epstein had battled President 
Hetuiricks on numerous issues. 
Miss Kennedy resigned after 
charging:
 "The potentialities of 








I see no way to work meaning-
fully within its structure." 
WITH DRAWS 
Miss 
Givens,  also a frequent 
foe of Hendricks, bowed out after 
withdrawing from 
school for "per-
sonal  reasons." In a 
parting  blast, 




student  from elsewhere than 
"llth Street."
 
Grads Visit in 1973 
Miss Fraser and 
Trout were 
forced 









office.  Miss Fraser needed 
90-- 







Clark quit his 
council
 post to 
assume the office 
of trea.surer, and 
Hendricks named former ASB
 
Treasurer 
Jack  Perkins to fill Miss 
Fra.ser's vacancy. 
To fill the other positions the 
president 
appointed  graduate Chad 
Schneller, junior Bob Nordeman
 
and sophomore 
Bill Wright to 
council.
 At press time a replace-















 strikes In 
three 
decades  still plagues the San 
Joaquin 
Valley after five 
months 




Some 2,000 Mexican -American 
grape pickers





better wages, living conditions anti 
recognition in 
general. Almost at 
once, the strikers guined the sym-
pathy and support of 
various  relig-
ious 
and political organizations 
from






 the effort to support the 





and Students for a Democratic 
Society tSDS) made posters to 
arouse 




 SNCC and SDS 
worked 
with  the Santa Clara 
SNCC to gather 
food






 other hand, local citi-
zenry  and clergy in Delano 
were 
not 
backing  the 
strike,
 and the  
growers  denied the charges 
brought against them. 
Tom Richardson,
 aecretary to 
the Labor 
Committee  of the Cali-




 charges that 







In honor of the 
bi-annual  orgy 
known as finals, 
which will beset 
us this Thursday, I would like to 
Richard 
Epstein, paying his final 
respects to Student Council, was 
removed from office last 
Mon-








By DIANE TELESCO 
Graduates  of 1966, you're back 
on campus for a 
visit.
 The year is 
I 973. 




 five new class-
room buildings, a new 
library, a 
new







the old parking 
garage include a 
physical 
science
 building, a biolog-
ical
 science building, and
 a science 
classroom
 building. The last 
one 
was completed in 
1969.  The old 
science
 building, where you 
might 
have had a 





stand two class -
r 




























1966, "it will 
bring  unity 
and a 








the 14 -story residence dining hall 
that was completed in 
1970. It 
includes two levels of commons 
including study area.s and lounges, 
and houses 1,000 men and 
vvomen.
 
You're right, the college has 




ing problem. Two multi-story gar-
ages were constructed, one be-
tween Ninth S t r ee t and 10th 
Street, San Fernando street
 and 
Santa Clara Street; the other be-
tween Third 
Street and Fourth 
Street, San Fernando
 street and 
San 
Antonio  Street. The main 
campus P. E. fields 
are  now one 
story above 
ground.
 If you look 
carefully, you'll see two levels of 
parking uralerneath
 them. 
All the talk back in 
1966  about 
the mall that 
Seventh  Steet was 
to be is now a fact. But
 it Ls 
not 
the  only one on campus. Ninth 
Street has become a mall too. 
Walk 




 G y m, the Education 
Building, the old 
library, the jour-
nalism building, or 
Centennial 
Hall The modernization and re-
modeling was 
completed

































A r t 



















Does it seem 
funny that no cars
 
are 















 roadway that was 
completed  in 1970. 
You wonder about the bookstore. 
That building is u.sed for 
other 
purposes now, but SJS still has a 
bookstore.
 Just take a look in the 
Student Union, in back of the 
cafeteria.  Student Council has its 
offices and 
chambers there, too. 
Yes, there have 
been a number 
of changes since you 
were  here 
last.  Care to come back in 10 
years? 
announce the institution of SJS 
Barf Week, from Thursday to next 
Friday.
 
The title, "Bart' Week," Ls suf-




Roman -like, retire to their garrets 
anti boarding houses, jam their 
tit'ailK
 
full  of facts
 that 
the good 
doctor told them four months ago 
weren't really important and 
which he just 
happened
 to mention 
last 
week would be included 
on 




 the next morn-
ing onto 
an
 IBM card. 
The student them 
must
 gulp 





 the process all over--




 that the Almighty  Com-
puter interprets the goop on 
his  
punched card as meaning, "You 
pass  Econ 
IA." 
The inspiration
 for all this fac-
tual outpouring is 
apparently the 




 that a student's mind 
is like a 
spongeit slowly will 
soak up details 
during the semester 
and then pour them out
 when ter-
rific 
pressure is applied 
months 
later. 
Unfortunately  students who 
find thinking 
more  interesting and 
profitable  than memorizing, or who 
don't have the time,
 courage, stam-
ina, 
or pep pills to 
stay up and 
cram huge 
amounts  of facts 
into 
tiny brains 
and  crib sheets, have 
a 




during  the semester. 
'This  is not too 
bad  if the profs 
administering the
 punishment have 
noted  prior good 
performance  and 
can
 recall which 
students
 came  to 
class and 
spoke  up intelligently. 
But, all too




 much less personali-
ties,
 so they let the 
searching Ob-
jective 















at the tests, plenty
 of 
free 
















 Week is a 
blessing.  
To 
all  others, those 
who think 
rather 
than  upchuck, 
my condol-
ences
 for the 
next  six days.
 It looks 
as if Barf 
Week is 



















































































































































"The average wage this last year 
is higher than the 
51.40  per 
hour 
they are asking." Richardson
 says. 




 is "good," and must pass 




 to Richardson, most 
of the strikers are outside 
agita-
tors who are 
having very little 
luck  drawing the actual workers 
off the ranches.
 
Independent students from SJS 
delivered supplies to the strike 
area on several weekends in Oc-
tober and November, joining the 
picltet lines while there. 
Brian Heggen, Brian King, and 
Mel Canal, all of SJS' 
SNCC,  vis-
ited the area together
 in October, 
after the strike had been on some 
six weeks. 
King, who went to 
Florida
 with 
CORF: last summer, said 
"there
 
are frightening similarities 
be-
tween 
conditions  in California and 
conditions in 
the  South." 
Mrs. 
Dolores  Huerta, a lobbyist 
in 
Sacrarnento for the strikers, ap-
peared on campus
 in November 
and spoke briefly at a Seventh 
Street Forum. Local
 media picked 
up the 
news
 and interest increased.
 
The 
Delano  Boycott Committee 
of San Jose was 
set up to help 
implement a national









to work with the
 Santa Clara 
SNCC in 
collecting  supplies. 
Heggen, 
co-chairman
 for SJS' 
SNCC',  reports that
 the organiza-








mittee of the AFL-CIO









 and the 
growers





Special  Student Rates 
Or
 























































































Spellman  Daily, 
impressions and ideas




Niany SJS students will soon 
leave 
the campus with 
B.A.
 or 
B.S.  in hand, wondering what the 









looking to see 
what past SJS 
giraduates are now doing. 
EXOTIC DANCER 
In the entertainment world 
are 
past SJS students such as Pat 








Dick and Tom. The Highwaymen.
 
folksinging group, were enrolled 
SJS. Edna Potlatch is an exotic 
dancer at Club Love -Handle. 
Lawrence Snit is the first -chair 
flatulent player in the Flood, Ore., 
Philharmonic. 
In sports, SJS has produced 
Ken Venturi, golfer; Art Powell, 
Walt Roberts and Jiro Cadile 
professional  football players; Ray 
Norton, Olympic sprinter, Whitney 
Reed, tennis; and Spartan Daily 
sports wetter, 




And then there is Rich Thaw 
Who 
faces  the world with a B.A.,
 
and will play a 
starring role in 
"crusts"





  IDEA  TWO
 




 led to my 
great idea  
as follows; 





 - increasing 
throng of 
proud  and 
intellectual  





























































 be a 
talk by !ma Teertrelml, well-known 
"free-speech" intolerant, on "1 
Ilate Spurts
 Because It Makes 
My Palms
 Moist." 
OBSERVATION  IDEA THREE 
I have noticed that SJS girls St 
into 
several particular groupings, 
or molds. Being a 
humanitarian,  
and a promoter of 
the woman-
woman 
ideaology,  I've decided
 to 
relate to all 
males the sure-fire 
approach to femininity
























 either have 
extremely 
poor taste 
in girls or 






you  will find a 
girt so 
slender that her ribs 
make  
rib cage appear 
more  like a bird 
c a g e. The
 approach is 
simple. 
Make them think 
Fat. What you 
do is 










 Seeks Tree 
By GARY HUBBARD 
"WANTED 
TO RENT:
 Tree for 
treehouse." The improbably sound-




G. P. "Pete" Klika. 19 -year-old 












kast  for 
a semes-
ter. 
"I kind of alivitys 
wanted to 
live in a treehouse," mused Kliku, 
"and I'd much rather 
wake up to 






referred to his apartment. 
tucked




 William Street junction, 
as the "box," being surrounded 
by similar
 Imes and their 
occu-
pants. 
"The most practical 
aspect  of 
the project is the $50 a month 
I'll save in 
rent,"  said Klika. "I'm 
sure, in time, it will pay  my way 
to Europe





front the fact that his
 father 
Four years of college and what R 
have 
you got? Eight hours a 
day with bucket and 
mop.  
wit, charm! Say, 
"Good loid, you 
must weight at 
least 300 pounds, 
What do you eat? 
Bantams?"  
This
 will cause the
 shapless 
winnow 
to breath in with pride, 
swelling up 
like  a Mae West 
life 
jacket, causing
 all the blood to 
drain
 from her head.
 She will 
pa.ss out 





The next type of 
girl I term 
the "Girl
 With the Golden 
Bra."  
She often 
presents a problem 
to would-be lovers. 
The 







 a feeling of 
insecurity.  They 
are 
either ashamed of 
being  over-
endowed 
or are afraid they 
will  
place second best








 t approach is to 
never refer
 to anything 





 adages such 
as
 "Good 
things come in 
small packages" 
or 
"It's  what's up f r on 
t that 
counts" -- as 
the  situation 
warrants. 





 but also from the 
travel experience
 he has accumu-
lated. Since 
junior
 high school he 
has spent time in 
Japan, Hong 
Kong, Thailand. India, 
Paki.stan,  
Saudi Arikia, Egypt. Greece, Italy, 
France, Canada.
 Mexico and most 
of the states of 
America. Coin-




met Gary Nichamin, 
author of a 
Sparta






a treehouse should 
be a 
mild prospect to 
Klika,  who 
cited a 














Japan,  and a self -built 
igloo
 in the Sierras
 as past tem-
porary sleeping
 shelters. The 
tree -
house project
 is perhans compara-
ble to the 
summer
 he hitchhiked 
on 
impulse




unloading crab boats. 
Klika intends














Rehm!  stem. It teiL to en-
courage dishonesty in sto 
who  
wish to get ahead t,i ',liters, a 
disrespect for
 the time and trivia 
involved and, in the
 final run. 
leads only to 






to its ridiculou.s aspects," said 
James Brescoll, 
senior photojour-
nalism major, when 
asked his 
views on our present registration 
procedure. 
After being
 assigned to do a 
feature on registration, I decided 
to get out and find what 
com-
plaints
 the students have and what, 
if anything, they felt 
could  be 





varied ideas for improvement. 
Susan, Potts, junior in business 
administration felt that registra-
tion was "fine if you're first, ter-
rible if you're last. There is no 
woy of improving the present sys-
tem. They need to start all over 
agpin from scratch." 
st.ited that 
S.JS ever went on 
the 
quarter system no 
one  would 
enroll, 
because  they 






of two. He 
also  
made a few 
suggestions. "Linos 
should not close between noon and 
1 p.m., because some students 
don't 
pick up their 
packets  until 11:30. 
This would eliminate the big rush 
at one. Students 
should be able 
to pre-reg all their major and 
minor  courses." 
Sandy Moulton, junior
 business 
major, declared, "They should find 
an easier way, (me in  which stu-
dents wouldn't 
have  to wait in 
lines 
for hours. Packets 
should 
be 
available at least a day before 
and do 





"Registration is hell! There 
has  
been no 
change in the 
entire
 sys-
tem since I've been here." 
Allen Connolly, 
sophomore,  said 
that it is 
a "corrupt" 

























mattress,  some 
shelves,  and rope 
ladder
 leading to. 
of
 Cotirse, a trap 
door. 
He expects to 
include bathroom 
privileges in 
his rent contract, 
and 
hopes  to run an 
electric  cOrd int° 
his 
future  landlord's 
house,  sup-
plying 
juice  for light and a hot 
plate.  If these plans 
fail, he'll sim-
ply eat out, 
bathe in P.E. class, 
and do all his 
studying  in the li-
brary. 
llis biggest problems now
 are 
finding a tree and discerning 
whether or not 
he will be ham-




 who once 
swam
 for the 
highly  touted 
Men-
lo-Atherton ifigh School swirn 
team, listed travel, swimming and  
reading as his 
three  primary in-
terests. Perhaps they should all 
be subordinate to what seems to 
be a 
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YOU CANNOT GET HIGHER 
OFFERS ANYWHERE 
















 Plus an extra 
10%  

























San Jose sky comes Bill "Ace". 
Ewerre and his 
magnificent fly-
ing machine,
 "Guts 'N Goggles." 
Like 
many  of us, Bill. 
a 20-year -
old advertising 
major at San Jose
 
State.
 has always dreamed 
of an 
adventuresome
 OXCI1111k; pastime; 
however, unlike many 
of
 us, he 
hits turned his dreams into reality 




flying in the fall of 
1962. 
and since has accumulated 
almost 300 flying hours. He has 
owned two airplanes, and has WOO 
two trophies in semi-aerobatic 
contests. 
His current 









 Since that time, Bill 






Bill's experiences as 
an
 aviator 
could fill the proverbial book. In 
fact, many of 
his adventures seein 
to indicate that light plane fly-
ing is not for the squeamish. 
Just last Christmas
 Eve, Bill, 
while flying to his 
home  in Santa 





170 m.p.h. ground speed. Thinking 
about this
 he shudders. 
"The Taylorcraft 
is
 supposed to 
come  unglued at 155 







Francisco by the 





Secretarial  Course for 
College  Womn 
 
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 Made in 
'43. .Discovered
 in .65I

















IN A MARATHON OF FIST -EIGHTS, 
ZOMBIES & 
RAVENOUS ALLIGATORS!" 
Doors Open 12:1S Daily 
Early 10:30 a.m. Show Sat. 
IT'S












 OPENED IN 3 MINUTES! 
A Complete 




































NO MONEY DOWN  A YEAR TO PAY 
Downtown
  65 So.
 First St. 






 1.1 9 Mon., 











Moll  thro Fri.
 111 9 ao 
Sunnyvale  





 til 9 









 next to the 
Home 
Economics  building. 
For 





enrolled in the school, it provides 
the opportunity for creative activi-
ties and emotional 
and intellectu-
al development. For the Home 
Economics students the school is a 
labortaory where they can work 
with and observe the children and 
gain more insight into their be-
havior. 
There
 are two 
three-hour
 classes 
each day, - - a morning class for 
the three and four 
year -olds, su-





afternoon  class for four 
111,1 five year -olds,
 supervised by 
\ ,sociate Professor  Joyce
 Bolton. 
50 STI'DENTS 
There are 20 
children  in each 
of the classes, and about 250 stu-
dents enmlled 
























explains. "It didn't exen creak." 
It was on the return trip, after 
Christmas  vacation, that 
Bill  dis-
covered he had
 practically no 
aileron control. Since
 flying in a 
straight line without ailerons 
is 
not too 
difficult.  he continued on 
to San Jose, where, still 
without  
ailerons,
 he made an 
almost mi-
raculous
 crims-wind landing 
at
 
Reid-Hillview  Airport. 
DISCOVERY  
Once on 
the  ground he 
discov-
ered his problem.
 An overnight 
case,  riding on the 
seat
 because 
of a wet baggage rack, was ob-
structing the movement
 of the 
right 
hand control yoke. "Dumb 
  




 myself an hour later.
 
"Don't let 





 is actually cheap-
er.
 faster, and safer 
than driving, 
and you
 see ten times as 
much 
scenery. Besides."












"It is hard 
to understand how 
meaningful a person
 can feel until 
one




 be," declared 
Peggy  Plesse. 
representative




 Plesse and another Synanon 
member, Donald O'Connell, de-
scribed the program,
 activities, and 
goals of their organization at the 
first  Sociology. 
Forum.
 
Sponsoreo by the Sociology De-
partment and headed by Dr. Rob-
ert McNair, assistant professor 
of 





Forum plans to 
present a series 
of speeches and panels on such 
subjects as Matachine, interna-
tional organization of homosex-
uals; Viet








According to Sullivan. president 
of Alpha 
Kappa  Delta. national 
honorary society 
for sociology stu-
dents, "Synanon marks 
the  first 














addicts.  Synanon.s cure 
rate is about 
98
 per cent. That is 
about 
90
 per cent higher 
than any 
other organization
 achieves. It is 
the only hope 




 in 1959, has 
initiated
 a unique program for the 
rehabilitation of drug 
addicts  and 
alcoholics. Nearly 600 addicts live 
at Synanon Houses in the United 
States. Members are admitted 
on 
an entirely 
voluntary  basis and 
remain in 
residence for a period 
of up 
to six years. 
'HARDER TO GET IN' 
"The person has to want to be 
changed or he won't be admitted," 
emphasized O'Connell. "It's a lot 
harder to get in 
than out." 
Rather than teaching residents 
new occupations and superficial 
mannerisms, the private, nonprofit 
organization stresses emotional 
growth. "I am on 
a crew building 
a new House," explained O'Connell. 
"I had never had a hammer in my 







 at the 
nursery  school 









is only one of the 
many activities 
the  250 pre-school
 children do. 









WALTER ress in different situations. 
The when the child is 20 












 1926 as 
part of the parent
 training pro-





added in 1958 to meet
 the needs 
of the growing 
number  of students. 
The 
school today is 
keeping  up 
with the
 age of science. 
Closed 
circuit television 
has played an 
important
 part in the 
observing  of 
the children over the 
last six years. 
children are free to choose their 
OWT1 activities during the play 
period. Miss Bolton says she be-
lieves that 
simple equipment is 
best for the 
children  because "they 
am 
free to use it any
 way they 
want." She pointed out a large 
box with two windows 
in
 it which 
"might
 be a music room one day 
and a fort the next." 
There is also
 a real kitchen 
where the children 
help prepare 
snacka and set 
tables and an oven 
with a glass 
door to watch food 
baking.
 
Dr. Kim noted the children are 
very interested in nature 
and are 
keenly aware of things about them.
 
When the classes go on 
"nature 
walks" about
 the campus, she says 
they seem interested in everything 
"bundles of leaves, garbage cans, 
sounds,







they are in the midst of a college. 
The instructors pointed out the 
children come from quite varied 
economic, social, and cultural back-
grounds. They also stated that 
there is a long waiting tist for 
the 









dren six times in 
the lab and four 
times on television. There is a 
television camera in the room with 
the children. This way all 
the 




thing at the same time. Miss 
Bolton said. She added the instruc-
tor 
can control the Jearning situa-
tion by requesting the 
camera to 
follow a certain child, and that 




Bolton  believes that a com-
bination 
of
 both classroof and tel-
evision observation is 
necessary.  
"It is a wonderful teaching device," 
she said, "which 
has  enormous 












 When I complaincsi about I 
this, I was told, 'Well, act 
like you I 




"We  don't 
have
 a negative 
atitude.
 The prob-
lem of dope 
addiction  is ignored 
in 
Synanon  House. 
Unlike  Alco-
holics Anonymous,
 we don't sit 
around telling
 each other about 
what lushes we were." 
Upon entering 
a House, each 
person 
is assigned a job. During 
the 
crucial  first stage 
of residence, 
he lives in 
the  House while 
work-
ing on the
 outside. He lives
 on the 
outside
 and works at 
the  House 
while in the 
second stage; the 
third stage talces











 which can't be 
consumed 
solely by work," 
maintains  O'Con-
nell. In order 
to allow members 
to let off
 some of this
 excess 
energy,




 been developed. 
The 
Synanon






hospitals.  "However, in 
traditional 
group therapy,"
 O'Connell pointed 
out, 
"everyone  is 
trying
 to con 
the 
doctor  into 
thinking
 that he is 
all right so 












he added. No 




may  verbally 
attack  
each
 other. Latent 











solved. We become 
brutally  frank," 
remarked 




 to kick the habit of 
believ-
ing
 our own 
lies." 
'TAKES SKILL' 
"However,"  interjected Miss 
Plesse, "the Synanon game takes 
skill. It wouldn't do 
any  good for 
people who didn't know 
the rules." 
Grudges are 
not held after a 
game ha.s finished because the 
games are continued until no one 
has the energy to be mad any 
more. 
"Much of the success of this 
game
 comes from the fact that, 
unlike the group therapy em-
ployed
 in hospitals, all participants 
are on an equal level," emphasized 
O'Connell "I have always had a 
fear and distrust of many of my 
superiors.  But in Synanon, ap-
proval and direction are sought 
out from peers, not a leader." 
Enthusiastic about this new 
technique, Miss Plesse revealed 
that before becoming involved in 
Synanon games, she had always 
thought
 of herself as "cool, calm, 
and collected, which really has 
nothing to do with me. Instead of 
trying to support some kind of 
image.

































































 to stand up 
















 for dinner. 
Seminars,  
outside 
speakers,  art, 
philasophy, 
and
 other classes, 
as well as Syria
-
non  games, 




 busy during 
the 
remainder 
of the evening. 









 a Synanon 
House. Miss 
Plesse,




 at home 






Synanon  people 
made it 
easier
 for her 







Synanon  has naade 
her realize how 
psychosomatic
 the pains 
of her 
first 
ordeal  were. 
FEW 
WANT  TO 
LEAVE 
Aside from the 
fact






ever want to 
leave  their House, 
there is 
evidently





norrnal  society. ''We 
arc  con-
stantly
 in the midst of 
society," 
explained Miss 









 if not all, of the emo-
tional 
problems  an adult 
may  have 
can 
be
 traced back to 
his parents 
and their treatment 




teaches you to 
put your depend-
ency for an ideal on others besides
 
your parents. It helps you to learn 
about yourself. 
Miss Plesse concluded,
 "I can 
now look back on my 
past as being 
quite humorus.
 The knowledge 
I 
have now is very helpful in aiding 
me to understand my 
past. All 
through school, all I could think 
of was how much I wanted to get 
out and how happy I would be 
away from school. Then I wanted 
to get away from home so that I 
could get married. The trouble al-
ways was 
that  I took myself along 
with me. The only alterations that 
needed to be made on my life 
were 
on my own self." 
Synanon Houses welcome visit-
ors at their open house held every 
Saturday night. The San 
Francisco
 















7th & Santa Clara 
one block from 
campus 
tasty food 

















Tuesday,  lantiary 
1968 
Nationwide
























young  as 11 
and 12 have been caught taking 
"thrill -pills," or amphetamines. 
According
 to Dr. James B. 
Landis, associate
 director of clin4 
ical services at the Smith Kline & 




leads  to 
what 
medical experts describe as 'psy-
chic or emotional dependence,' 
with 
manifestations  of irrational 
and even siolent behavior. 
"While there is no physical ad-
diction, a drug psychosis resem-
bling schizophrenia can develop. 
With the barbiturates, there is a 
physical addiction which is de-




being even more difficult to 
break than the narcotics habit." 
FROM WHERE? 
VVhere do the pills
 come from? 
Bill Davidson, editor-at -large for 
Post Magazine, says, "99 
per cent 




 manufacturers, and these 
legitimate 
firms have been vic-
tims of a phenomenal 
amount  of 
pilferage.  Bootlegging of pills has 
become one 
of the safest rackets 
in the United States, as 
well as 




source  for pills is Mex-
ico, where 
no laws govern the 
sale
 
of barbiturates or iunphetamines. 
Federal 
government  officials 
esti-
mate about :16 million
 pills are 
smuggled annually across 
the 
Mexican 
border  into California. 
Since these pills 
are ea.sy to ob-
tain in IVIexico, many tourists pick 
up 
a roll or two while visiting 
there. 
"Bennies"  and "Dodes" are 
in common use on 
college  cam-
pu.ses  throughout the state, sim-
ply becau.se they are so easily ob-
tainable. 
Pusiting 
pills is a 
big  business. 
Every year 












more  than 
$500 




much money it is 
not  
surprising to find
 out that the 
federal governmern ha.s evidence 
that organized 
crime---the Mafia 









one  of the few 
states to have enacted laws mak-
ing the clime of pill -pushing more 
than just a 
misdemeanor.
 
In 1960, Stanley Mosk,
 then Cal-
ifornia attorney general, began 
to 


























6th & Keyes 
10th & Taylor 
13th &  Julian 
After fise 






























 fine on the 
first  conviction, 
with 
a one to 









 carries a 















barbiturates or amphetamines is 
a one to five year
 felony offense." 
New York and New Jersey have 
recently 
passed simitar laws. 
LSD -25 is probably the most 
intriguing, most mysterious and 
drugs. 
LSD -25 was discovered 
in the 
Switzerland. 
man  in a chemical works in Basle, 
Spring of 1943 by Dr, Albert Hof-
Hofman wa.s working, was not, 
in 
"Lysergic acid, with which Dr. 
terest," says 
Michel  Janicot, author 
of "The World of LSD," an article 
which  
appeared in SJS' Lyke 
mag-
itself, of any
 special medicinal in-
azine in the spring of 1965. 
"But, Dr. Hofman added to the 
tnolecule
 an extra 
'tail' in 
the 




 in the chemical 
of 
d-lySergic acid diethylarnine tar-
trate,  
referred  to in 
laboratory 
shorthand as LSD -25." 
LSD, taken in doses of over 20 
micrograms, may 
cause a tremen-
dous impact on the. mind. ."Dis-
tortions of time and space, 
intense 


















especially LSD, as 
having 
potential




 mental disorders. 
However, to date no conclusive 
evidence exists 
and much of the 
work being 
done is still in the 
experiment  al 
stages.
 
FOr years reputable psychiatrists
 
have 
rejected  artificial release 
techniques, such as hypnotism and 
truth serums, on the grounds "that 
White
 bags in the foreground 
contain over $50,000 
worth  of 
heroin, 
purchased  by a federal 
narcotics  agent. Needles, eye
 
droppers
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having  the 
property  of 
pro -
Housing 
Lockout  Hurts Love 
Affair
 
By LA LA .1A(AtIFESONNE 
John and Marsha were sitting in 
the theater watching "Franken-
stein
 Invades Spartan Slough." 
Fraracenstein's hand came closer 
and 
closer to the beautiful coed. 
"Take me home, John." 
"What?! But Frankenstein is... 
I know.
 I know It's almost lockout 
ime." 
So
 home they went. 
"You're two minutes late, Miss 
Smith,"
 





signed  her "where are 
you.'
 card. The 
heavy  iron gate 
closed




know  where 

















 you'll be 
extremely 
quiet." 
So John and 
Marsha whispered
and I do mean 
WHISPERED--
sweet nothings (I suppose) 
through 
the gate. 
Everything was going very well 
tmtilfor various and sundry rea-
sonsthey leaned too heavily on 
the gate and set off the alarm. 
"That," said the sleepy house-
parent, "is the 
last straw. You 
must be gone, young
 man, in three 
mirtutes." 
John decided not to push
 his 
luck. He would say 
goodnight
 like 
a good boy and go home. But this 
goodnight
 practice is tricky busi-
ness. Let's see. Be 
careful for the 
alarm. Maybe if I turned my head 
sideways, it'll fit 
through the bars. 
''Aagh! Help me 
Marsha, help 
me! I'm choking to death." 
Ahlife. 
And all this 
for  only 
$238  per 
















434 E. William 
21144165 
psychoanalysis is not identical with 
the mere unearthing of material." 
IVIany 
LSD-etfttists  along with
 
the marijuana cultists  
insist  
that the drug 
should  be made 
freely available, 
that regular use 
"inereases
 individual development 
and lovingness toward others," 
the  
Boston study revealed. 
Fortunately many knowledge-
able people are wary of the results 
of LSD and the hallucinogens
 in 
general. There are several verified 
reports
 of students in vvhom a 
hullicinatory drug touched off a 
latent  psychosis so severe that 






 recurring hallucinations, 
and suicide attempts  some suc-
cessful
  have resulted from the 
use of LSD -- in some cases 




"As for the 
effects of LSD on 
the personality, medical 
investiga-
tors 
have noted the following:
 
1. 
disa.ssociation and detachment, 
2. personal insensitivity, superiori-
ty, 3.  religious and 
philosophical
 










 of addicts in 
preference  to 
to Janicot 
who spoke to 
four SJS 





 a lot for 











said.  "These 




 anti have added a 
meaning to 
my life. Also, 
my aes-
thetic








































given  me 
an in-
sight
 to my other 
self, my inner 

















question  or problem;
 my impulses 
behind certain
 motives. 
LSD  ha.s 
accenttutted




 My value 
judgment
 has also shifted. These 











juveniles,  were 
















 arrests among juveniles 
recorded
 for the first














 out that 1,501
 
youths 
under  18 years of 
age  were 
arrested for drug 
violations  during 





 for the 
same 




Lynch has declared: 
'The state 
must 
redouble its efforts to 
halt 




 border. "We must 
strike at the source 
of
 these drugs 
if we are to achieve real 
success
 






 to the report, mari-
juana
 is the drug most frequently 
involved in the arrests  
account-
ing for' one-third
 of adult arrests 
and over half of the
 juvenile ar-
rests. One
 hundred and four per 
cent increase in juvenile marijuana 
arrests




200 EACH MONTH 
"There are about 200 new addict -
users reported 
each month," the 
report said, "the majority of drug 
arrests, 62.2 per cent, were record-
ed in Los Angeles C-ounty." 
"It is evident that California's 
drug problem . . . is confined to 
the large metropolitan areas of 
Southern 
California and the San 
Francisco Bay Area. The problem 
is much less severe or nonexistent
 
in other localities. 
"The major problem area is the 
young adult group, ages 21 through 
24, with the arrest rate decreasing 
with each succes.sive age 
group." 
Fred T. Dick, San
 Francisco 
district supervisor
 for the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics
 said recently 
that 
his agency looks upon nar-
cotics addicts not as 
criminals but 
as people who need medical re-
habilitation.  
"The Bureau
 of Narcotics does 









treatment  told 
possible cure." 
The  Bureau has 
helped draft 
proposed 
Federal  legislation 
con-
cerning the narcotic addict;
 some 
of 









treatment of certain 
narcotic 





program even for 
addicts who have been convicted 
of offenses. 
"Greater flexibility
 in sentencing 
of certain addicts and young of-
fenders, but retaining the 
manda-
tory penalties for 
narcotics
 sellers." 
Sgt. Stanley Hardman of the 
San Jose Police Dept. believes that 
if drugs 
were to be 
made  legal,
 the 
crime rate would not be reduced, 
nor would the number of addicts. 
An action
 like that "would cer-
tainly be a 
sign of deterioration 
in our present social 
convictions."  
"When people stand on this 
crutch they feel more audacious 
and ready to try 
almost any-
thing. The desire for a bigger kick 
begins to strangle t!-...? will power; 
when
 this occurs the person be-
comes very susceptible
 to the 
needle. 
"Taking a shot 114 the
 beginning 
of a man's end," concluded Hard-
man, "Once a guy 
starts  on that 
stuff he 
forgets about his re-
spon.sibilities 








 of the '62 
Bethlehem "Loop" 
Course enjoys selling steel 





young men on the move 
at Bethlehem Steel. 
1
 - Seniors and graduate 
students in engineering and 
non -technical curricula will 
soon be interviewed
 for 
I the 1966 
Bethlehem  Loop 
5 Course. 
We
 offer splendid 
! 




_ sales, mining, accounting,
 
! and other activities. 
' For detailed 
information, 
Ipick
 up a 
copy of our 
booklet, "Careers with 
Bethlehem Steel and the 
iLoop
 Course," at your 
,. Placement Office. 
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer in 















is introducing  
at reasonable rates  Unapproved 
apartments  exclusively for women 
students.
 Are you 
looking
 for a change from restrictions
 of Approved 
Housing? BELLE 
MANOR  is the answer for the 
mature student.
 
These attractive, clean, 2 bedroom apartments are lo-
cated on the edge of the 
campus. Quality furnishings 
include large 
desks for each student, 
Kroeler  living 
room, twin foam beds, all e!ectric kitchens, and private 
deck or 
patio.  
All of this 
plan   a new concept in 
women's  housing, 
for 
the low rate 
of
 $135 per month. See
 for yourself. 
Belle  Manor Apartments 
415 South 5th Street, San 
Jose, or Phone 292-3095 
FAom 
COMi TO 
maven  TN 
TM 
MR 
VALOIS...  44.4or4os 
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